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ABSTRACT 
A multi-function bus transfer system comprising fast, in-phase and residual bus voltage 
transfer schemes is developed in the thesis.  Bus residual voltage magnitude and phase angle 
are calculated by converting time domain components of a three phase system in an abc 
reference frame to dq0 components in a rotating reference frame using Park’s transformation 
equations. Residual bus voltage phase angle is then modelled by a Taylor’s series expansion 
to calculate the phasor angular position with reference to the alternate power supply ahead of 
time to enable synchronization of the two supplies. Simulations are performed to verify 
functionality and performance; and to deduce the characteristics of the respective schemes. 
The thesis then explores the feasibility of using the bus transfer system to stabilise power 
supply within a power generating plant auxiliary electrical reticulation when upstream 
electrical equipment failures occur; in particular focus is placed on the unit boiler furnace 
draught system which would normally result in reduction of up to half of unit generating 
capability if one set of the draught system is lost. Simulation results of case studies 
conducted provided practical understanding on the feasibility of using a bus transfer system, 
with fast bus transfer scheme being the most preferred method at 70 ms transfer time; which 
enables the forced draught fan motor to be transferred within 2 s before the unit begins to de-
load. The thesis proposes a new reticulation configuration that allows the transfer of both 
forced and induced draught fan motors simultaneously while maintaining stable draught 
furnace pressure. The new configuration allows both fan motors to remain connected to the 
switchboard for up to 3 s before tripping the motors on under-voltage protection when 
upstream equipment failures occur, even though bus transfer can be executed in 70 ms or 
520 ms using fast or in-phase transfer schemes respectively. The speed and minimum impact 
on the electrical system makes the fast transfer scheme the most preferred transfer method. 
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EHV   Extra High Voltage 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Coal fired power plants require auxiliary power in order to run auxiliary systems, which in 
turn support the generation of power. The amount of required auxiliary power is usually in 
the order of 4% - 7% [1][2], however it could be as high as 10% depending on the size of the 
power generating unit, the type of flue gas cleaning system, as well as the applicable 
environmental control legislation [3]. A power generating unit is made up of multiple units, 
where a unit comprises one boiler, one turbine, one generator set and one generator step-up 
transformer [4].  
Unit auxiliary systems comprise systems that are directly linked to the unit generating 
capability, of which their failures result in immediate loss of unit generating capability. 
Therefore unit auxiliary systems are designed and configured to be redundant so as to 
provide the required level of reliability, of which also the unit auxiliary power reticulation is 
also designed to support the level of mechanical systems redundancy in order to maintain 
process continuity whenever main power supply is lost as a result of upstream equipment 
failures [1][2][4]. Main-tie-main auxiliary power reticulation configuration is used to 
distribute power to unit auxiliary systems, wherein bus transfer systems can be integrated as 
supervisory control systems to automatically transfer load to alternate healthy supply when 
the main power supply is lost, [5][6][7].   
Bus transfer systems comprise two categories, closed transition and open transition bus 
transfer processes. Closed transition bus transfer is a process whereby an alternate supply is 
temporarily paralleled with the main supply before the main supply is tripped, while open 
transition bus transfer is a process whereby the main supply is tripped first before closing the 
alternate supply [8][9]. Irrespective of the configuration of the bus transfer scheme, its 
successful implementation is dependent on three aspects [2][3]: 
a) Process requirements  
 Interruption of electrical power supply during the transfer should not negatively 
impact mechanical systems; so as to disturb process continuity. 
 
b) Electrical system requirements 
 Reacceleration of motors should not be achieved through the sacrifice of other systems 
by means of load shedding, unless the process remains stable. 
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 The method of transfer should consider impact on the electrical system and machines 
so as to minimise excessive transient torques that overstress the motor windings, rotor, 
shaft, and the driven load. 
 Interlocking systems should be integrated in the bus transfer design to prevent the 
closing of an alternate supply onto a fault. Circuit breaker failure protection should be 
used to initiate a trip to the alternate supply breaker in the event where the main 
supply circuit breaker fails to open; this scenario can occur in a case where 
simultaneous transfer is applied.  
 Electrical protection settings should be optimised to allow motors to reaccelerate 
without tripping the incomer breaker, while providing adequate protection during 
normal running of the plant.  
 
c) Bus transfer system requirements  
 Reduction of speed on motors should not be too low so as to result in prolonged high 
transient currents during reacceleration.  
 The transfer system should be reliable so as to support process continuity and not 
compromise the electrical system. 
 The transfer scheme should be interfaced to the protection system to enable fast 
detection of power failures as well as prevent prolonged paralleling of supplies when 
the main supply breaker has failed to open. 
Selection of any transfer method requires thorough understanding of its characteristics and 
the impact it has on both the electrical system and the process plant.  
Advantages of closed transition bus transfer process [6]: 
 No interruption to process continuity as power supply to load is maintained thought-
out the transfer process.  
 Non-complexity of scheme implementation using a synchronising check relay 
supervision across alternate supply breaker. 
Disadvantages of closed transition bus transfer process [6]: 
 Transfer method cannot be used when a failure has occurred on the system in order 
to avoid feeding onto a fault. 
 Transfer method can only be used when the two supplies are synchronised. 
 Transfer method result in higher fault level on the busbar as a result of paralleling 
the two supplies, the resulting currents usually exceed the interrupting capacity of 
the circuit breakers concerned and short time rating of the source transformers. 
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 Higher fault currents resulting from the paralleled supplies will over stress the 
equipment should a failure occur during the transfer. Even though the probability of 
the fault occurring may be considered to be small; the consequences of parallel 
transfer method should be thoroughly evaluated before it is used. 
Open transition bus transfer schemes can be classified into four different types, namely fast, 
in-phase, residual voltage and slow bus transfer schemes. Fast and in-phase bus transfer 
methods are regarded as high-speed transfer systems, while residual voltage and slow 
transfer methods are regarded as slow transfer processes [3][10][11].  
Fast, in-phase, residual voltage and slow bus transfer schemes can be configured for either 
sequential or simultaneous transfer operation once initiated [3][10]. Sequential transfer is a 
process whereby a main circuit breaker is tripped before the alternative source circuit breaker 
is closed; an auxiliary contact 52a (‘open’) on the main circuit breaker is used to confirm that 
the circuit breaker is open before a close command can be sent to the alternate circuit 
breaker. In certain cases, an early contact 52b (‘not closed’); is used to minimise the bus 
transfer execution time. The advantage of sequential transfer process is its ability to prevent 
the paralleling of the two power supplies when the main supply fails to open, which would 
otherwise lead to connecting the alternate supply onto a fault; thereby compromising the 
overall auxiliary power reticulation. The disadvantage however is that the sequential process 
lengthens the dead-time during the transfer process, which might negatively impact process 
continuity as a result of machines slowing down to much lower speeds resulting in increased 
machine slip and relatively high accelerating currents caused by the reduced effective rotor 
resistances; especially where the driven loads are of low inertia. [2][12][13]. 
Simultaneous transfer however, is a process whereby, at the same time; both open and close 
commands are sent to the main and alternate power supply circuit breakers respectively 
[3][10][11]. The advantage of simultaneous transfer process is its shorter dead-time during 
the transfer process, which keeps the machine slip relatively low resulting in relatively low 
accelerating current since the effective rotor resistances of the respective machines remain 
relatively very high during the transfer process; and thereby support process continuity even 
where the driven loads are of low inertia. The disadvantage however, is its inability to 
prevent the paralleling of the two power supplies when the main supply circuit breaker fails 
to open, which causes the alternate supply to be connected onto a fault; thereby 
compromising the overall auxiliary power reticulation [2][13]. In principle, simultaneous 
load transfer process does not seem very different to that of sequential transfer process 
because the circuit breaker operating times for closing and opening are not equal, this 
operating characteristic of circuit breakers ensures that the tripping and opening breakers 
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cannot be closed at the same time if the transfer is successfully executed; unless the closed 
circuit breaker malfunctions and fails to open. 
Therefore, the possibility of paralleling the main and alternate supplies as a result of the 
closed circuit breaker failing to open; and bus transfer dead-time are two distinct factors 
between sequential and simultaneous bus transfer processes which can affect security of 
supply and process continuity. In order to increase the security of supply, circuit breaker 
protection is integrated to the transfer scheme in order to safe guard the electrical system by 
minimising the duration that the alternate supply can feed onto a fault when the main circuit 
breaker has failed to open [2]. 
1.2 Purpose of research 
Main-tie-main reticulation configuration is used to distribute unit auxiliary power in a power 
generating plant. The advantage of a main-tie-main reticulation configuration is its redundant 
characteristic enabling provision of power between the two main supplies through the tie 
breaker whenever power supply to one of the two boards has been lost as a result of 
upstream equipment failure. The configuration makes the respective main supplies to be 
back-up supplies to each other. The operating philosophy of Eskom power plants state that 
the generating unit should be de-loaded to 50% of maximum continuous rating (MCR) 
immediately when half of the required draught system is lost as a result of losing power to 
one of the draught boiler auxiliary boards. The output power of the generating unit can be 
restored to 80% - 90% of MCR upon manual restoration of power through the tie breaker [7].  
The research focusses on the feasibility of using bus transfer system technology to 
automatically transfer load to alternate healthy supply in order to maintain unit generating 
capability in the event of losing power supply to one of the two main supplies on the main-
tie-main configuration. The research therefore seeks to answer the following questions: 
 What would be the challenges of implementing an automatic bus transfer scheme 
between two motor buses with regard to reticulation ability to reaccelerate motors 
simultaneously? 
 What effect can a bus transfer system have on power system stability of a power 
generating unit auxiliary system, in particular voltage, as well as process continuity? 
 Are there specific bus transfer methods that are not suitable for application within a 
power generating plant? 
 What is, or are the best transfer methods that are suitable for a particular system 
condition? 
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1.3 Objectives of the research 
The research explores the feasibility of using a bus transfer system to stabilise power supply 
in a coal fired unit auxiliary reticulation whenever power supply has been lost as a result of 
upstream equipment failure in order to maintain process continuity, in particular the 
following aspects are covered: 
 Investigation into the functionality of a multi-function bus transfer system 
comprising fast, in-phase and residual voltage bus transfer schemes. 
 Investigation into the impact of the respective bus transfer schemes on the electrical 
system, in particular voltage stability upon load transfer scheme execution, and the 
ability of the electrical system to reaccelerate motors. 
 Impact of load transfer on a coal fired power plant boiler furnace pressure stability, 
and the feasibility of maintaining process continuity whenever power disturbance 
resulting in loss of power occur. 
 Investigate and recommend the most suitable unit auxiliary reticulation 
configuration with integrated bus transfer system to supervise load transfers during 
power supply failures, as well as support boiler furnace pressure stability. 
1.4 Scope of research work 
The scope of research work covered in the thesis is limited to unit auxiliary power 
reticulation and its impact on the boiler plant as a result of power disturbances which often 
lead to undesirable reduction in unit power generating capability.. The following aspects are 
covered in detail: 
 Analysis of induction motor residual voltage characteristics under heavily loaded 
condition to serves as basis for the design of a multi-function bus transfer system. 
 Development of a multi-function open transition bus transfer system comprising fast, 
in-phase and residual voltage bus transfer schemes. 
 Impact analysis of bus transfer system on unit auxiliary main-tie-main power 
reticulation configuration to enable bus transfer case studies of various plant 
conditions in order to determine conditions under which the respective transfer 
schemes can be used to stabilise power supply following a loss of supply on one of 
the main supplies as a result of upstream equipment failure. 
 Recommendation and simulation of an optimised unit auxiliary power reticulation 
configuration with integrated bus transfer system to support an overall fail-safe 
design of the boiler plant while enabling stabilisation of power supply when power 
supply failure to one of the main supplies occurs.  
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 Recommend the most suitable bus transfer scheme with regards to performance and 
its impact on the electrical system, as well as the mechanical process, in particular 
boiler furnace draught pressure stability in order to prevent furnace explosions and 
implosions. 
1.5 Limitations 
 Real-time simulations or actual plant tests have not been conducted as part of the 
research work, as such, the results presented in the thesis serve to share some 
insights and encourage further research on the topic of bus transfer application in the 
South African power generating plants.  
 Boiler furnace pressure dynamics have not been modelled as part of the research 
work, instead the research work is based on plant operating manuals, National Fire 
Protection Association standard and furnace pressure dynamic simulation studies of 
similar plants to determine acceptable conditions under which successful load bus 
transfers will support furnace pressure stability. 
1.6 Outline of chapters 
Chapter 2 presents theoretical background as well as literature review on the bus transfer 
system, residual voltage of induction motor, coal fired unit power auxiliary reticulation 
configuration and boiler furnace draught pressure protection system. 
Chapter 3 presents modelling methodologies of major systems used in the research, 
comprising induction motors, simulation of residual voltage, bus transfer system and unit 
auxiliary power reticulation, as well as the approach taken to conduct bus transfer case 
studies. 
Chapter 4 presents the design, modelling and simulation of a multi-function open transition 
bus transfer system comprising fast, in-phase and residual voltage bus transfer schemes in 
Matlab Simulink. Evaluation of bus transfer system is achieved using ideal sources. 
Chapter 5 presents the unit auxiliary power reticulation configuration of a typical South 
African power plant, review of furnace boiler pressure dynamics, modelling of unit auxiliary 
reticulation in Matlab Simulink using DigSilent PowerFactor simulation results, as well as 
case studies performed in the research work. Furthermore, a new reticulation configuration is 
proposed and simulated as a case study. 
Chapter 6 summarises the results of the various case studies performed in chapter 5, and 
draws conclusions. Recommendations on the application of bus transfer system to stabilise 
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power supply in a unit auxiliary reticulation while maintaining a stable boiler furnace 
pressure are made. Future research work is also proposed in this chapter.  
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CHAPTER 2 - THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
More than 90% of unit auxiliary load comprise induction motors according to [8][9][10]. 
The total auxiliary load of a power generating plant is stated to be in the order of 7% of the 
maximum continuous rating (MCR) of the plant in [2]; while [3] suggest that the total unit 
auxiliary load power can be higher than stated in [2], depending on the type of flue gas 
cleaning system that is used. The size of both forced and induced draught fan motors 
contribute as much as 48% to the boiler auxiliary load power requirement of a unit power 
generating plant, with the induced fan motor sized at 150% larger than the forced draught fan 
motor. The size of the induced draught fan motor allow evacuation of flue gas through the 
flue gas cleaning system, wherein both the induced draught and primary air fans supply 
combustion air and fuel to the boiler furnace respectively. The induced draught fans also 
maintain negative pressure in the furnace. Relatively small unit generating plants comprise 
one set of forced and induced draught fans as stated in [6], while large unit power generating 
plants comprise two sets of forced and induced draught fans according to [10]. 
Power plant unit auxiliary power interruptions often result in complete power supply failure; 
which can be mitigated or avoided by the application of an automated bus transfer system. 
Automatic bus transfer is a process of transferring a load bus from one supply to a healthy 
alternative supply.  The transfer is initiated to transfer bus load to an alternative supply when 
the main power supply becomes unavailable. The application of a bus transfer system is 
aimed at improving power supply security by stabilising power in the event of a sudden loss 
of main power supply [11][12]. 
2.2 Application and working principles of bus transfer system 
Bus transfer systems are used in industrial facilities in general, as well as in coal fired power 
plants to transfer unit auxiliary load between house load power and station utility transformer 
[12]. The objective of bus transfer system application is to maintain process continuity in the 
sudden loss of power supply to a process plant, ensure safety of plant and personnel, 
minimise cumulative damage on the machines and their driven loads as a result of closing 
out of phase, as well as to safely shutdown the plant or provide start-up power accordingly 
[13]. Coal fired power plants and industrial facilities consist of many types of loads, of 
which majority of the loads are induction machines driving loads such as boiler feed pumps, 
draught group fans, pulverisers and cooling water pumps [12][14].  
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Successful implementation of a bus transfer system using any of the fast, in-phase and 
residual voltage bus transfer schemes is dependent on the characteristics of the electrical 
system and the connected load, of which induction motors have a characteristic of inducing a 
decaying voltage on the motor terminals when abruptly disconnected from a power supply 
[15]; this phenomenon together with the decaying frequency of the residual voltage 
complicates the application of bus transfer system according to [13][16][17]. Slow bus 
transfer process however, is only dependent on time considered to be safe to execute a load 
transfer; the time should be long enough to ensure that residual bus voltage has subsided to 
almost zero so as not to compromise the electrical system, damage the machine or harm the 
process. Therefore slow transfer is not considered further since it does not present any form 
of complexity to the electrical system and the connected load except that it would probably 
not support full process continuity due to its much higher transfer dead-time and therefore 
much higher reaccelerating transient current and torque. 
2.2.1 Fast bus transfer scheme 
Fast bus transfer scheme is a process of transferring a load bus from a main power supply to 
an alternate supply when the main supply fails. The scheme transfer algorithm ensures that 
the two supplies are in synchronism by comparing the phase difference and the voltage 
magnitudes between the two supplies. The bus transfer is executed within 10 cycles of power 
supply failure during the time when the residual bus voltage has not decayed much, and the 
phase angle is till closer to that of the alternate supply. Residual bus voltage and phase angle 
of <0.85 p.u. and ±35o respectively are required for the fast transfer to be executed as 
depicted in Zone ‘1’ of Figure 2-1 [18]. 
 
Figure 2-1: Open bus transfer schemes transfer methods [14] 
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Advantages of fast bus transfer process [19][20]: 
 Power interruption on the motor bus is minimised because of its high transfer speed. 
 The transfer process is reliable and fast, as well as economic as far as keeping 
motors running during the transfer process. 
 Paralleling of main and alternate supply is avoided by the open transfer 
characteristic of the transfer method.  
 Shorter dead-time resulting in low reaccelerating transient currents, and therefore 
lower reaccelerating transient torques. 
 Does not result in increased fault level during the transfer process. 
2.2.2 In-phase bus transfer scheme 
In-phase bus transfer scheme is a process of transferring a load bus from a main power 
supply to an alternate supply when the main supply has failed. Similar to the fast bus scheme 
transfer algorithm, the scheme ensures that the two supplies are synchronised by comparing 
the phase difference and the voltage magnitudes between the two supplies before the transfer 
is executed. The bus transfer is executed when the phase angle of the residual voltage has 
rotated one full slip cycle of 360o within 50 cycles of power supply failure during the time 
when the residual bus voltage has not decayed much, and the phase angle is in synchronism 
with the alternate supply phase angle. Residual bus voltage and phase angle of >0.25 p.u. and 
±20o respectively are required for the in-phase bus transfer to be executed as depicted in 
Zone ‘2’ of Figure 2-1 [18]. 
Advantages of in-phase bus transfer process [14][20][21]: 
 Relatively faster execution time compared to residual bus voltage transfer process 
 Reduces the pre-closure V/Hz due to its synchronous closing characteristic, which 
reduces transient currents and torques. 
 Enables bus transfer of supplies with out-of-synchronism initial conditions and 
where large initial standing angles cannot be executed using fast transfer scheme. 
 In-phase transfer process can serve as a backup to fast transfer process. 
The main disadvantage of in-phase bus transfer process is that it may require combination of 
synchronous machines and capacitors to support residual bus voltage, especially where low 
inertia loads are connected. As a result, load shedding of low priority loads may be required 
for the application of the transfer scheme.  
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2.2.3 Residual voltage bus transfer scheme 
Similar to fast and in-phase bus transfer schemes, residual voltage transfer is a process of 
transferring a load bus from a main power supply to an alternate supply when the main 
supply fails. However residual voltage transfer scheme does not require the two supplies to 
be in synchronism. The bus transfer is executed when the residual bus voltage magnitude has 
decayed to a safe level of about of <0.25 p.u. as depicted in Zone ‘3’ of Figure 2-1. The 
transfer time of residual voltage bus transfer is typically >100 cycles [18]. 
Advantages of residual bus voltage transfer process [14][20][21]: 
 The transfer technique is familiar and used widely. 
 Relatively safe for motor and the driven load. 
 Cost effective. 
 Easy to implement using under voltage relays with built-in capability to accurately 
measure residual voltage at low frequencies. However most under voltage relays 
generally exhibit set point error at low frequencies which would be the case for 
residual voltage, this phenomenon could permit an out-of-phase transfer that is well 
above the maximum acceptable resultant V/Hz limit of 1.33 p.u., which could also 
be a disadvantage of the transfer method [21]. 
Disadvantages of residual bus voltage transfer process [20]: 
 Relatively higher transfer time than both fast and in-phase transfer schemes. 
 Implementation of load shedding is required in order to limit the number of drives 
reaccelerating simultaneously; therefore the transfer method is not able to fully 
support process continuity. 
 Detail analysis of plant process dynamics is required to determine the impact of bus 
transfer on both reticulation and process, and the required loads to be shed-off 
during the transfer process. 
2.2.4 Literature review on bus transfer systems 
According to [10][18][23], bus transfer systems comprise fast, in-phase, residual voltage and 
slow bus transfer schemes, wherein both residual voltage and slow transfer schemes are 
regarded as slow transfer schemes. Fast bus transfer scheme functionality is considered to be 
synchronous by [12][24], because of its ability to close the alternate breaker while both the 
residual bus voltage and the alternate supply are still very close to synchronism, allowable 
closing angles are stated in [18] . The objective of fast bus transfer scheme is to prevent 
closing the two supplies out of phase according to [22]; hence there is a need to determine 
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the decay characteristics of the residual bus voltage according to [23] in order to enable 
synchronous bus transfer. Research work by [15][24][25] have shown that the phase angle of 
a bus residual voltage can be calculated using Taylor’s series expansion. Furthermore, 
literature presented in [25] suggests that a second order series is sufficient to accurately 
calculate the phase angle movement with time. However [14] proposes a lookup table 
method to determine the phase angle of the residual voltage on the motor board. This 
approach is achieved through detailed plant modelling and simulation studies, or actual plant 
measurement records. The main disadvantage of this method is that it is not flexible to plant 
load changes which can be as a result of standby motors being switched on and off, or 
machine loading. 
A method of calculating residual bus voltage magnitude and phase angle using Park’s 
transformation is proposed by [23], which according to [16][26][27] assumes that the system 
is balanced. Simulation results of the proposed method using Park’s transformation in [23] 
are satisfactory; this is so even when the Taylor’s series is reduced to only the first order 
term in the case of in-phase bus transfer application; instead of the second order equation 
stated in [25]. This is because the second order derivative becomes very small to be ignored 
by the time the phase angle has slipped by close to 360o. However due to the relatively high 
accelerating transient current and torque produced during the in-phase bus transfer process 
compared to fast bus transfer process, [20] recommend that a consideration for integrating a 
load shedding scheme to trip non-priority loads during in-phase bus transfer process be made 
where the transfer process is applied.   
Residual voltage bus transfer scheme is only depended on the magnitude of the residual 
voltage according to [18]; this characteristic is supported by [28] stating that the objective of 
using a low voltage setting is to ensure that the per unit volts/per unit frequency (V/Hz) ratio 
is less than 1.33 in order to limit the accelerating transient current and torque. However 
[29][30] suggest that the 1.33 V/Hz criteria is not sufficient to ensure that the safe torque 
limits will not be exceeded, and therefore recommend that studies should be performed prior 
to implementing the transfer method. 
2.3 Residual voltage of induction motor 
Electromagnetic flux remains trapped in an induction motor when it is abruptly disconnected 
from a power supply [31]. The flux decreases over a period of time, of which the rate of 
decay is proportional to the rotor open circuit time constant according to [12][25]. The rate 
of decay is also dependent on the size and type of the driven load, including the inertia of the 
motor shaft and that of the driven load [12][15][25].  The flux causes voltage to be induced 
on the terminals of the motor while the rotor is spinning down, however the induced voltage 
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decays as the flux weakens [14][31]. The induced voltage on the motor terminals is referred 
to as residual voltage [12][31]. Equation (2.1) describes the characteristic of the motor 
residual voltage when it is abruptly disconnected from a power supply, and remains open-
circuited [21].   
𝑉𝑡 = 𝑉𝑒
−𝑡/𝑇𝑜         (2.1) 
Where Vt is the residual voltage at time t, V is the initial voltage at the time of power supply 
disconnection, To is the open-circuit time constant in seconds, and t is the time after the 
opening of the circuit breaker. The open circuit time constant of the motor residual voltage to 
decay to 36.8 % is computed using equation (2.2) [21]. 
𝑇𝑜 = (𝑋𝑚 + 𝑋𝑟)/2𝜋𝑓𝑅𝑟       (2.2) 
Where Xm is the magnetising reactance of the motor, Xr is the rotor reactance, f is the 
frequency of the supply, and Rr is the rotor resistance. However, magnetising reactance Xm is 
relatively very high when is compared to the rotor reactance Xr, equation (2.2) can therefore 
be simplified to equation (2.3) [21]. 
To = Xm/2πfRr        (2.3) 
Figure 2-2 depicts the residual voltage magnitude decay characteristic of the motor when it is 
abruptly disconnected from the power supply. 
 
Figure 2-2: Motor terminal residual decay characteristic [21] 
The residual voltage is considered to be safe to execute a transfer when its vector summation 
with the alternate supply voltage is less than 1.33 V/Hz p.u., which implies a frequency 
decay of up to 94% when residual bus voltage magnitude has decayed to 0.25 p.u. However 
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the motor transfer standard does not state the basis for the V/Hz criteria; impact studies 
relating to the selection of the transfer method may be required prior to implementing the 
transfer method [21][14].   
The phenomenon of frequency decay and the subsequent shift in phase angle of the residual 
voltage over a period of time is a distinct characteristic of an induction machine, which is 
due to the machine speed that decreases upon loss of power supply [14][31].  
2.3.1 Literature review on residual voltage of induction motor 
Although induction motors generate power when abruptly disconnected from a power supply 
according to [14][31], this is not always the case when multiple induction motors are 
connected on the same busbar according to [32]; stating that relatively large motors changes 
mode of operation to induction generating mode as a result of reversal of the voltage across 
the motor stator leakage inductance while relatively small motors continue to operate as 
motors. Furthermore, according [32] the largest power generating machine determines the 
frequency of the residual voltage on the busbar. The duration of power generation is 
dependent on the amount of trapped flux in the machine, which is also dependent on the 
level of machine load before power was lost. Research work presented in [32] states that the 
overall characteristic of the residual bus voltage is the aggregate effect of the connected 
motors and their respective loads. It is therefore recommended to model the motors 
individually as in [26] in order to enable behavior analysis of each of the various machines 
during transfer execution, instead of aggregating the motors according to [33][34]; which is 
suitable for investigating aggregate motor impact on the electrical system. 
2.4 Unit auxiliary power reticulation 
Coal fired power plant unit auxiliary load and industrial process plants generally have main 
and backup power supply to increase the reliability of the overall power supply to the plant 
[11][12][15]. The configuration of the redundant electrical reticulation can take different 
forms depending on the requirements of the process plant and the availability of backup 
power supply, however main–tie and main–tie–main breaker redundant configurations are 
the most commonly used configurations in large coal fired power plants and process plants. 
Small coal fired power plants, or small scale manufacturing plants with critical loads often 
employ the main-tie configuration, while   main-tie-main breaker configuration is applied in 
industrial facilities because of its advantage for each source to serve as both main and 
backup supply for its load bus and to the other load bus through the tie breaker respectively 
[13][14][18]. Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 depict the layout of both main–tie and main–tie–
main breaker redundant configurations with integrated bus transfer system.  
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Figure 2-3: Main-tie breaker configuration [19] 
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Figure 2-4: Main-tie-main breaker configuration [19] 
Table 2-1 present the comparison between the main-tie and main-tie-main reticulation 
configuration focusing on process requirements and design consideration: 
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Table 2-1: Comparison of main-tie and main-tie-main reticulation configuration [14][18][19][21] 
Criteria of comparison Main-tie configuration Main-tie-main configuration 
Process 
Adaptability to 
mechanical system plant 
redundancy 
Configuration provides 
sufficient electrical system 
redundancy, however is 
unable to support 
mechanical system 
redundancy if more than 
one process line exists. 
Configuration provides 
sufficient electrical system 
redundancy with adequate 
adaptability to mechanical 
process redundancy 
requirements.  
Process continuity Support process continuity 
in so far as main power 
supply failure is concerned; 
however a fault on the 
busbar will result in a 
complete loss of plant 
production.   
Support process continuity in 
case of main supply failure, as 
well as able to support limited 
plant production when a 
failure had occurred on one of 
the two boards, depending on 
mechanical plant 
configuration. 
 
Design 
Switchgear sizing with 
regards to fault current 
rating 
May result in high busbar 
fault current rating, and 
therefore high capital 
expenditure.  
Transformer sizes can be 
reduced to limit fault current 
rating of the switchgear; 
however care should be taken 
to have sufficient fault current 
for motor acceleration and or 
reacceleration.  
Simplicity of interlocking 
systems 
Simple implementation of 
interlocking logic due to 
lower number of circuit 
breakers to be interfaced. 
Implementation of 
interlocking logic is more 
complex compared to main-tie 
interlocking requirement, 
which may also reduce the 
reliability of the overall 
system. 
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Busbar protection Simple implementation of 
busbar protection since 
only one zone exists. 
Busbar protection is more 
complex compared to main-tie 
bus configuration since more 
than one zone exist; also the 
switchboards may be not 
adjacent to each other, and 
therefore the need to protect 
the cables between 
switchboards. 
The comparison between main-tie and main-tie-main reticulation configuration indicates that 
the suitability of each configuration is dependent on the requirements of the process and the 
ability of the electrical system to tolerate disturbances such as electrical faults or abnormal 
conditions in the form of temporary equipment overloading. 
2.4.1 Literature review on unit auxiliary power reticulation 
Multi-unit power generating plants comprise unit and common plant auxiliary loads [4]. 
According to [24], unit auxiliary load can be supplied from either the generator terminals or 
the power utility supply. The choice of supply configuration is dependent on the required 
level of supply reliability and the associated cost of energy from the power utility as stated in 
[7]. Research work presented in [24] suggests that both supplies are required depending on 
the state and condition of the plant; furthermore [24] suggest that a bus transfer scheme 
should be used to transfer supplies as and when it is required to meet process requirements.  
Closed transition bus transfer scheme is used to execute planned supply transfers between 
unit and utility power supplies. The view of using closed transition transfer scheme to 
execute planned transfers is also supported by [19][29]. The advantage of closed transition 
bus transfer scheme is its characteristic to execute bus transfer without affecting the stability 
of the motors and the driven process. According to [19], the major drawback of the closed 
transition bus transfer is that the process results in higher fault level during the time when the 
two supplies are closed at the same time. 
According to [19], there is also a need to transfer unit auxiliary load to station utility supply 
whenever the generator trips in order to safely shutdown the generating unit. Much research 
work including the work of [12][14][19] support the view presented by [19], further stating 
that station utility to generator supply transfer is required upon successful power generating 
unit start-up. In large power generating plants such as the one presented [35], major boiler 
draught system auxiliary loads such as forced and induced fans are designed and configured 
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such that two subsystems are each rated at 50% of required boiler furnace total draught 
supply. The design configuration of the reticulation is such that one set of forced and 
induced draught fan motors is fed from a common primary transformer as presented in [35]. 
Therefore failure of one of the two subsystems result in the unit losing 50% of its generating 
capability as stated in [35][36]. However according to [35], main-tie-main reticulation 
configuration enables manual restoration of power to the boiler auxiliary loads when power 
has failed on one of the boards in order to increase the output power of the generating unit to 
80% - 90% of maximum continuous rating of the generating unit.   
Although bus transfer studies have been conducted between unit and station utility supplies 
as presented in the work performed by [13][15][20], the feasibility of bus transfer schemes 
between motor boards in a power generating plant with special reference to the impact it has 
on the boiler furnace pressure is yet to be explored in the South African power generating 
plants. Similar main-tie-main case studies presented in the work conducted by [23] looked at 
in-phase bus transfer scheme between two motor boards which are supplied by two 
independent lines. The loads on the boards comprised motors, capacitors and resistive loads.  
However, the actual process driven by the motors was not discussed in [23]. Therefore the 
study presented in [23] focused only on the electrical system and the impact on the motor. 
The research work presented in this thesis also investigate the impact of the respective bus 
transfer schemes; namely fast, in-phase and residual voltage transfer schemes, on the 
mechanical process. 
2.5 Boiler furnace pressure 
Coal fired power plant boilers require furnace draught to enable fuel combustion in order to 
produce the required steam pressure to drive the turbine, which in turn drives the generator 
set to produce power. The required furnace draught is provided by two sets of draught 
systems in large power generating plants. Forced and induced draught fans driven by 
induction motors are used to supply and regulates furnace pressure to remain within the 
design limits of the boiler furnace structure to prevent furnace explosion or implosion. 
Modelling of furnace pressure dynamics and the associated impact on furnace structural 
design specification enables the determination of furnace pressure alarms and trip set points, 
however the safest approach to preventing boiler furnace explosion or implosion is to trip the 
corresponding forced or induced draught fan as the first step following the loss of one of the 
fans. Therefore the selection and design of the auxiliary electrical reticulation configuration 
should be such that is supports fail-safe system requirements of the boiler plant [12][35][36] 
[37][38].  
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2.5.1 Literature review on boiler furnace pressure protection  
According to [35][37], boiler furnace explosion or implosion may occur as a result of high or 
low furnace pressure respectively. In [37], high furnace pressure is stated to be usually as a 
result of forced draught fan reaching its maximum test block capability; similarly furnace 
implosion is as a result of induced draught fan reaching it maximum test block capability. 
Furthermore, [37] states that 2 s can be allowed upon the loss of forced draught fan motor 
before the unit begins to de-load. However, according to [38], loss of either induced or 
forced draught fan motor should initiate a trip to the corresponding induced or forced 
draught fan motor. Even though [37] states that time delay should be determined by the 
boiler manufacturer, no consideration of any form of protection philosophy is presented, or 
basis thereof. This approach is probably specific to boiler type and manufacturer. Boiler 
safety standards [39][40] recommend that a detail risk assessment should be performed on 
the boiler plant to determine the likelihood and the associated severity of any incident that 
could occur as a result of boiler furnace explosion or implosion, the risk assessment should 
inform the required level of boiler protection system reliability. 
2.6 Conclusion 
Residual bus voltage that results following the reversal of voltage across the stator leakage 
inductance of induction motors require careful consideration in order to prevent closing the 
motor bus onto alternate supply while it is out of phase. The choice of bus transfer process 
should consider system capability to tolerate disturbances and abnormal conditions without 
compromising the safety of personnel, as well as plant process requirements. In this research, 
transfer of boiler draught fan motors of a thermal power plant is therefore investigated to 
determine the feasibility of implementing a bus transfer scheme between two motor busses in 
order to improve unit auxiliary power supply security when main power supply is lost as a 
result of upstream equipment failure.   Open transition bus transfer system has fault isolation 
operating characteristic and therefore considered further in this research, while closed 
transition bus transfer system is suitable for the restoration of the reticulation to normal state 
of operation after open transition bus transfer process has been executed; and therefore not 
investigated further in the following chapters.  
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CHAPTER 3 -  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Matlab Simulink is used to model electrical machines, auxiliary electrical busbars of interest, 
as well as bus transfer schemes.  Comprehensive modelling of the unit auxiliary electrical 
reticulation is achieved using DigSilent PowerFactory, after which simulated system 
parameters are used as input in Matlab Simulink to model unit auxiliary reticulation busbars 
of interest. The bus transfer system and the unit auxiliary power reticulation are then 
integrated together in Simulink to perform bus transfer case studies. Per unit measurement 
system is used in order to ease bus transfer system computations and comparisons between 
various machine output parameters.  
3.2 Modelling of induction machine 
Asynchronous dynamic model from Matlab Simulink/SimPower Systems toolbox is used to 
model induction motors because of its ability to simulate transient machine states [41][42]. 
The model is based on dq reference frame to enable both the stator and rotor variables to be 
treated as constant quantities; where as the actual variables are at fundamental frequency and 
slip frequency for the stator and rotor respectively, which is preferred for stability of 
controller design [43]. Induction motor characteristics are investigated by means of 
simulations, of which the results serve to inform the basis for the bus transfer system design; 
in particular the characteristics of the residual bus voltage with regards to magnitude and 
phase angle as the main bus transfer input parameters [44].    
In order to investigate the characteristics of induction motor terminal residual voltage when 
it is abruptly disconnected from a power supply, the following assumptions are made 
[16][26] [27]: 
(a) Machine saturation, hysteresis, and eddy currents effects are neglected. 
(b) The stator and rotor windings of the machine are balanced. 
(c) The stator and rotor windings’ coefficient of mutual inductances are of a co-sinusoidal 
function of the electrical angle between the axes of the two windings.  
(d) The rotor is smooth, such that the self-inductances of both the stator and rotor 
windings are independent of rotor position. 
(e) Losses and effect of dc currents in the stator can be neglected in so far as the 
electromagnetic torque is concerned. 
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(f) Mechanical energy in the form of kinetic energy on the system is relatively too high 
compared to the trapped electromagnetic energy for a machine operating near its rated 
speed and load. 
The next subsection evaluates the ability of the selected induction motor modelling method 
to simulate residual voltage on the motor terminal when the motor is abruptly disconnected 
from a power supply. 
3.2.1 Simulation of induction motor 
A model depicted in Figure 3-1 is setup in Matlab Simulink to investigate the residual 
voltage characteristics of an induction motor in an abrupt loss of power supply. The 
induction motor is assumed to be coupled to an induced draught fan of a coal fired power 
generating plant [12]. The mechanical torque is proportional to the square of the fan speed. 
The value of the inertia constant H of 5.23 s comprises inertias of the motor shaft and the 
driven fan load [12]. 
M
4.0 kV, 50 Hz 3.73 MW – ID Fan
BA
GS
Circuit breaker
 
Figure 3-1: Induction machine directly supplied through a circuit breaker 
3.2.1.1 Induction motor start-up simulation 
The simulation is started at time t = 0 s when the circuit breaker is closed, the motor is 
continuously loaded in proportion to the square of the shaft speed as the speed increases until 
the torque reaches 1 p.u. load.  Figure 3-2 depicts the start-up curves of the motor stator 
current, electromagnetic torque and shaft speed. 
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Figure 3-2: Start-up current, electromagnetic torque and shaft speed  
The motor continuously draw high current of 8.2 p.u. to accelerate the shaft to a full speed of 
0.9959 p.u. at time t = 13.55 s as depicted in Figure 3-2(a) and Figure 3-2(c). The high 
current magnitude is as a result of high slip value when the motor is initially powered up, 
which causes the effective rotor resistance to be very low [14]. Electromagnetic torque of 
3.908 p.u. initially develops as a result of the high current drawn by the machine in order to 
overcome the combined friction of both the machine rotor and that of the driven fan load, 
and then decreases once the machine starts picking up speed. The torque however gradually 
increases in accordance with the fan load characteristics as depicted in Figure 3-2(b) until it 
reaches 3.67 p.u. at time t = 13.39 s when the machine reaches full speed, then drops to 1 
p.u. afterwards. 
Figure 3-3(a) and Figure 3-3(b) depict the developed flux in the machine during start-up. 
Rotor flux response is proportional to the output torque of the motor as depicted in Figure 
3-3(a), this is because effective rotor resistance increases as the shaft speed increase. The 
stator flux however, remains steady, and responds marginally to the developed 
electromagnetic torque as depicted in Figure 3-3(b). The stator flux magnitude of 1.707 
p.u. at time t = 13.11s is as a result of machine saturation, hysteresis, and eddy currents 
effects which have not been considered during simulation. The results of the simulation are 
considered to be accurate since mechanical energy in the form of kinetic energy on the 
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system is relatively too high compared to the trapped electromagnetic energy for a machine 
operating near its rated speed and load [16][26] [27]. Figure 3-3(c) depicts the stator to 
rotor flux ratio as the machine starts up, of which the steady state value of 1.042 is reached 
at time t = 13.98 s, indicating the machine effective turns ration. 
 
  Figure 3-3: Rotor flux, stator flux, stator to rotor flux ration and rotor flux angle during motor start-up  
Figure 3-3(d) depicts the rotor flux angle during the start-up of the machine. Initially at time 
t = 0 s when the motor is powered up, the rotor flux angle varies between 0o and 360o, 
measured against the stator flux as reference; this is as a result of the rotor being stationary at 
time t = 0 s, while the stator flux rotates at synchronous speed. Thereafter, the rotor start 
moving and begins to lag the stator flux by 173o at time t = 10 s while the motor shaft is 
accelerating. The rotor flux angle decreases at time t = 13.63 s as the motor reaches full 
speed and synchronises to the stator flux with a resultant rotor flux angle of 95.85o between 
the two fluxes.  
3.2.1.2 Effect of abrupt power disconnection on induction motor 
The machine is once more started at time t = 0 by closing the circuit breaker, and reaches full 
speed at time t = 13.63 s, and then tripped at time t = 15 s. The simulation is stopped at time t 
= 17 s. Before time t = 15 s, the motor is running at steady state. Only phase ‘A’ voltage is 
monitored to ease the effort of analysing the results, which is measuring 0.9996 p.u. as 
depicted in Figure 3-4(a). The circuit breaker is opened at time t = 15 s, when a sudden drop 
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in voltage to 0.9135 p.u. at time t = 15.01 s is observed on the motor terminals due to a 
sudden change of motor impedance, which was caused by the change in the machine slip 
[45]. The change in motor slip is as a result of a sudden collapse in stator voltage, while the 
residual rotor flux remain trapped, and the fact that the machine speed is close to full speed 
as a result of the high driven load inertia; which drives the motor shaft. Thereafter the 
residual voltage decays according to the rotor open circuit time constant of the motor as the 
trapped flux in the motor air gap weakens following the loss of power supply [12][25].  
  
Figure 3-4: Motor bus terminal voltage ‘Phase A’, shaft speed and frequency 
The shaft speed gradually reduces with time when the motor is disconnected from the power 
supply as depicted in Figure 3-4(b). The gradual reduction is due to the overall system high 
load inertia which had become the prime mover, and drives the machine as an induction 
generator before it can come to a standstill [32]. The speed of the induction generator shaft 
determines the frequency of the residual voltage [46].  
The frequency response of the machine terminal voltage when the power is disconnected is 
depicted in Figure 3-4(c). The frequency drops proportionally to the machine shaft speed as 
expected. A slight frequency fluctuation is observed just after t = 15.01 s, resulting from the 
reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance. The reversal of the voltage 
across the motor stator leakage inductance occurs within 3 cycles as the machine residual 
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voltage shift behind the rotor flux [16]. The change in slip affects both the frequency of the 
terminal voltage and the machine impedance [13]. 
This phenomenon causes the rotor winding current to reduce to 0.2679 p.u. at time t = 15.02 
s and remain flowing momentarily in order to maintain the exciting current and suppress the 
abrupt change in the main flux in the motor as depicted in Figure 3-5(a) [46], this follows 
from the loss of stator current which was 0.9885 p.u. as depicted in Figure 3-5(b) before the 
machine is tripped at time t = 15 s. The stator current drops to zero when the circuit breaker 
is tripped, and remains at zero as a result of the stator winding that had become open 
circuited. 
Figure 3-5(c) depicts the rotor flux angle of the motor from the time when the motor was 
started at time t = 0 s. The motor is stable, maintaining a full speed of 0.9959 p.u. before 
time t = 15 s when it is tripped, the rotor flux angle was lagging the stator flux by 95.37o. 
The rotor flux suddenly losses synchronism when the power supply to the motor terminals is 
disconnected at time t = 15 s, and begins to fluctuate between 0o and 360o while the machine 
is disconnected. This is caused by the shaft speed which does not immediately drop to zero 
when stator voltage is lost. The residual rotor flux instantly becomes the source of main flux 
and therefore induces a decaying voltage on the stator terminals of the motor as it decays. 
The reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance is as a result of the 
load inertia that drives the shaft during this time of operation. However the residual flux 
eventually decays to zero as depicted in Figure 3-6(a) and Figure 3-6(b), resulting in the 
induced residual voltage also decaying to zero as depicted in Figure 3-4(a).  
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Figure 3-5: Rotor current, stator current and rotor angle upon loss of power supply 
The induction of residual voltage on the motor terminals is short lived because the rotor 
current cannot be sustained for long as the trapped flux in the machine air gap continues to 
decay upon the loss of power supply [13]. Therefore both the shaft speed and motor terminal 
voltage eventually decays gradually as the flux weakens and the kinetic energy that is stored 
in the inertia of the system is depleted. 
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Figure 3-6: Rotor flux, stator flux and electromagnetic upon loss of power supply 
Electromagnetic torque is constant at 1 p.u. before time t = 15 s, however drops to zero when 
power supply to the motor terminals is abruptly disconnected at time t = 15 s as depicted in 
Figure 3-6(c).  
3.2.1.3 Phasor representation of bus residual voltage 
Detail analysis of the motor bus voltage is achieved by converting the three phases abc to 
dq0 reference frame using Parks transform linking equations to study the magnitude and the 
phase angle of the voltage waveform in isolation [47][48]. The busbar voltage magnitude as 
depicted in Figure 3-4(a) is again depicted in Figure 3-7(a) for ease of reference. The phase 
angle of the residual voltage is depicted in Figure 3-7(b). The phase angle increases until it 
completes a full cycle of 360o upon loss of power supply, this phenomenon continues 
repeatedly until the voltage magnitude decays to zero. It is also observed in Figure 3-7(b) 
that the rate of change of the residual voltage phase angle increases with time as the speed of 
the shaft decreases. 
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Figure 3-7: Residual voltage magnitude and phase angle upon loss of power supply 
The characteristic of the residual voltage depicted in Figure 3-7(a) and Figure 3-7(b) is 
presented in Figure 3-8 by means of a polar plot to illustrate the motor bus voltage 
movement from 0o, which is the point of synchronism with the alternative source before 
power is disconnected. The polar plot further illustrates that the residual voltage 
synchronises multiple times with the phase angle of board B voltage supplied from an 
alternate source, however the magnitude of the voltage is observed to be decreasing at each 
subsequent point of synchronism. 
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Figure 3-8: Residual voltage phasor diagram upon loss of power supply 
3.3 Bus transfer design approach  
The research focusses on open transition bus transfer system, where an assumption is made 
that the main power supply fails as a result of upstream equipment failure; wherein an inter-
trip signal is sent to the incomer breaker on the switchboard in order to isolate the faulty 
section of the reticulation. It is further assumed that the board of interest remains fault-free in 
order for a load transfer to be executed to transfer the load on the respective board to an 
alternate power supply when the incomer breaker trips in order to maintain process 
continuity. 
Fast, in-phase and residual bus voltage transfer schemes are designed and modelled from 
first principles as individual transfer schemes using Simulink and Matlab s-functions, and 
later integrated into one multi-function bus transfer system. Functional logic block diagrams 
are used to illustrate the implementation of the design model in Matlab Simulink. Main-tie-
main reticulation configuration as depicted in Figure 3-9 in used to evaluate the functionality 
and performance of the respective bus transfer schemes.  
M
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B
MAIN 
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Motor
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Figure 3-9: Main-tie-main reticulation configuration 
The objective of the respective schemes, or transfer system as a whole is to transfer the 
motor from main source ‘A’ on board A to main source ‘B’ on board B through the tie 
breaker in case of power supply failure on board A, which could be as a result of tripping of 
A main breaker caused by inter tripping signal received from upstream protection. 
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3.4 Boiler furnace pressure dynamics 
Plant operating manual, National Fire Protection Association boiler and combustion systems 
standard and furnace pressure dynamic simulation studies are used to determine acceptable 
conditions under which successful load bus transfers will aid process continuity 
[35][36][38]. The power generating unit in consideration consists of two sets of draught 
systems referred to as left and right hand draught systems. Each system is capable of 
supplying 60% of the required total draught in the furnace; wherein both the draught systems 
are operated at 80% each to provide the required draught in order to enable the unit to 
produce maximum continuous rated power [35].  The impact of each successful bus transfer 
execution is assessed against the set process requirements to determine if it aids process 
continuity.   
3.5 Unit auxiliary power reticulation 
Unit auxiliary reticulation is modelled using DigSilent PowerFactory, wherein load flow and 
fault current studies are conducted in accordance with IEC 60909 guidelines [49]. In 
particular, fault levels and system x/r ratios from the DigSilent PowerFactory model results 
are used to model specific busbars of interest in Matlab Simulink; in order to perform bus 
transfer case studies. Figure 3-10 depicts a simplified modelling method that is used in 
Simulink [50]. 
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Figure 3-10: Modelling of auxiliary reticulation in Simulink  
Consideration of aggregating the motors as depicted in Figure 3-11 to further simplify the 
model and ease computation effort was made, however it was not considered to be the best 
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method as the approach does not allow analysis of individual motor behaviors. Motor 
aggregation method approach would be best suited for studying impact on a power system 
by a large group of motors [33][34][51]. 
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Figure 3-11: Motor aggregation approach 
3.6 Bus transfer case studies  
Bus transfer case studies are performed using the three different bus transfer schemes for 
each case on the existing unit auxiliary power reticulation, the results of each transfer are 
evaluated together with the set process requirements to establish if the proposed bus transfer 
scheme would support process continuity [36]. Distribution of draught system fan motors on 
the existing auxiliary reticulation is used to determine the case studies to be performed. In all 
cases, the board with the highest fault level is assumed to have lost power, so that load is 
transferred to the board with the least fault level in order to evaluate the worst case condition 
between the two boards of interest with regards to motor reacceleration power system 
capability and impact on voltage. The performance of the respective bus transfer schemes on 
the different case studies is evaluated by comparing their respective impact with regards to 
busbar voltage, shaft speed, accelerating transient current and torque of the largest motor 
amongst the group of motors being transferred where more than one motor is transferred 
[13]. More details with regards to analysis of existing reticulation and determination of case 
studies are discussed in chapter 5. 
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3.7 Conclusion 
The behaviour of induction motor on abrupt interruption of power supply was investigated 
using the model depicted in Fig 3-1. The following conclusions are drawn: 
 The motor generates residual voltage which decays with time. The generation of 
residual voltage is caused by flux that remains trapped in the machine when power 
supply is disconnected. The machine mode of operation changes from motoring to 
generating as an induction generator, while the load inertia acts as a prime mover; 
which is caused by the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage 
inductance. The flux continues to decay while the machine is open-circuited, and the 
shaft speed reduces as the driving load loses momentum.   
 The magnitude of the residual voltage is dependent on the magnitude of the trapped 
rotor flux, which is also dependent on the developed electromagnetic torque prior to the 
time of loss of power supply.  
 Phasor representation of the waveform can be used to accurately track the movement of 
the residual bus voltage decaying waveform. Representation of residual voltage by a 
phasor enables separation of magnitude and angle to ease computation and analysis. 
 Computational analysis of phasor magnitude and phase angle for bus transfer 
applications should consider sudden change of motor impedance as a result of change in 
slip when power supply is disconnected.  
The conclusions drawn in this chapter serve as a basis for the design of fast, in-phase and 
residual voltage bus transfer schemes presented in chapter 4.  
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CHAPTER 4 - BUS TRANSFER SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 Introduction 
Bus transfer devices consist of fast, in-phase and residual voltage bus transfer schemes 
integrated into one device [18]. The respective schemes can be enabled individually to meet 
specific plant process requirements, where fast, in-phase and residual bus voltage transfer is 
commonly the order of priority [18][52]. The bus transfer system design approach presented 
in the following subsections considers the three modes of transfers as subsystems, and 
therefore present a design per subsystem starting with the fast bus transfer scheme, followed 
by in-phase bus transfer, and then residual bus voltage transfer scheme. 
4.2 Fast Bus Transfer System 
Fast bus transfer scheme should successfully transfer a load bus to an alternate healthy 
supply in a minimum time possible upon loss of supply in order to maintain process 
continuity and avoid, or minimise damage to motors and their driven loads [23][53]. The 
magnitude of the bus residual voltage and the phase angle between the residual bus voltage 
and the alternate supply are used to supervise fast bus transfers [18][52]. Fast bust transfer 
scheme is further broken down into four subsystems: 
 Phasor computation 
 Delta phase angle computation 
 Angular velocity and angular acceleration computation algorithm 
 Phase and magnitude evaluation 
4.3 Phasor Computation 
Voltage phases abc are transformed using Park’s transformation to dq0 reference frame 
[23][53]. The transformation is achieved by the application of the transformation matrix 
depicted by equation (4.1), after which both phasor magnitude and angle are calculated using 
(4.2) and (4.3) respectively, where the arctangent is a four quadrant inverse tangent function 
[54]. 
The computation of phasor magnitude and angle is applied on both the alternate and residual 
bus voltages [23].  
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4.4 Delta phase angle calculation 
The phase angle difference (∅i) between the alternate supply and the bus residual voltage, 
gives the residual bus voltage angular position with respect to the alternate supply. The 
difference in phase angle is obtained by subtracting the residual bus voltage phase angle 
from the alternate supply phase angle to obtain a wrapped phase angle θi since the 
respective phase angles are computed using (4.3). The wrapped phase angle is as a result of 
the arctangent phase angle range of between -180o and 180o. However Matlab atan2 function 
as used in the delta phase angle computation algorithm of Figure 4-1 confines the range to 
between 0o and 360o since is a four quadrant inverse tangent function, causing the phase 
angle to wrap at 360o [54]. The wrapped angle is then unwrapped to obtain the true phase 
angle [55][56][57]. The residual voltage bus phase angle is defined as: 
∅𝑖 = 𝜃𝑖 + 2𝜋𝑘𝑖         (4.4) 
Where 𝜃𝑖 is the wrapped angle, Øi the true angle, and ki is the integer multiple referred to as 
the wrap count [57]. The unwrapped phase angle is sampled and held until its value is equal 
to 360o, and then off-set by 360o multiplied by an integer multiple slip cycle counter Ci. The 
sample, hold and off-set function is implemented using s-function in Matlab. The delta phase 
angle computation process is presented in Figure 4-1.  
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Figure 4-1: Delta phase angle computation  
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4.5 Phasor angle difference   
The phase angle difference of a bus residual voltage at time t1 ahead is computed using a 
second order Taylor series expansion, where higher order derivatives are assumed to be 
small and therefore neglected [24][58]. The dynamic characteristic of the residual bus 
voltage requires the evaluation of the phasor position every half cycle, and solving the phase 
angle equation for every sampled data point [25]. The Taylor series expansion for a 
continuous function is given by (4.5). 
∅(𝑡) =  ∅(𝑡1) + ∅
′(𝑡1)(𝑡 −  𝑡1) + 
∅′′(𝑡1)
2
(𝑡 − 𝑡1)
2 + .  .  .     (4.5) 
Where ∅(𝑡1) is the phase angle at t = t1, ∅
′(𝑡1) the first derivative of phase angle at t = t1, 
and ∅″(𝑡1) the second derivative of phase angle at t = t1. 
Given that a circuit breaker takes time TB to close on command, the transfer system must 
evaluate if the closing angle magnitude criteria would still be satisfied by the time the circuit 
breaker contacts closes, otherwise the transfer should be blocked [23][25]. Therefore, 
looking at time TB ahead when the breaker contacts closes, the phase angle at time t = t1 + TB 
is given by (4.6), to be solved for a specific set permissive phase angle range. 
∅(𝑡𝑖 + 𝑇𝐵) =  ∅(𝑡𝑖) + ∅
′(𝑡𝑖)𝑇𝐵  +
∅′′(𝑡𝑖)
2
(𝑇𝐵)
2     (4.6) 
4.6 Angular velocity and angular acceleration computation algorithm  
Computation of both the first and second coefficients in (4.6) is achieved by the 
implementation of an angle derivative computation algorithm function depicted in Figure 4-
2(a). Figure 4-2(b) presents the flow of data during the computation. 
The first part of the algorithm as depicted in Figure 4-2(b) receives the bus residual voltage 
angle as an input to compute the first derivative ∅′(𝑡𝑖) by sampling and holding the value of 
instantaneous phase angle ∅𝑖(𝑡); and subtract the next sampled data point to obtain the 
change in phase angle 𝜕∅𝑖, and then divide by the sampling time 𝜕𝑡 to obtain ∅
′(𝑡𝑖).   
The second part of the algorithm also depicted in Figure 4-2(b) computes Ø"(ti) by sampling 
and holding the value of the instantaneous phase rate of change ∅′(𝑡𝑖); and subtract the next 
sampled data point to obtain the change in the rate of change of phase angle 𝜕∅′(𝑡𝑖), and 
then divide by the sampling time 𝜕𝑡 to obtain ∅′′(𝑡𝑖). The accuracy of the derivatives in the 
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form of angular speed and angular acceleration is dependent on the sampling time in 
calculating the change in phase angle position. Real time simulation of phasor angular 
position estimation using Taylor series expansion and ‘sample-and-hold’ method using Real 
Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) has demonstrated acceptable accuracy [23].  
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Figure 4-2: Angular velocity ( ∅′(𝐭𝐢)) and angular acceleration (∅
′"(𝐭𝐢)) computation algorithm  
4.7 Fast bus transfer scheme 
The outputs of the computation algorithm in Figure 4-2 are then used together with the delta 
phase angle computation algorithm depicted in Figure 4-1 to compute the residual bus 
voltage phase angle when the circuit breaker closes time TB later after a closing command 
has been issued as depicted in Figure 4-3. 
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 Figure 4-3: Fast bus transfer scheme  
 
The phase processing unit calculates the phase angle at time t = ti + TB when the circuit 
breaker closes using equation (6), to ensure that the residual bus voltage angle will still be 
within the set limit. Logic ‘high’ output is issued by the phase processing unit if the 
evaluation of equation (6) is true (i.e. ∅(𝑡𝑖 + 𝑇𝐵) ≤  ∅𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔). The phasor magnitudes of 
both the residual bus voltage and the alternate supply obtained from equation (2) are 
monitored and compared to the set limits in the magnitude processing unit as depicted in 
Figure 4-3(b). Logic ‘high’ output is also issued by the magnitude processing unit if the 
magnitudes of the input voltages are within the set limits. The outputs of both the phase and 
magnitude processing units are then gated through an ‘AND’ logic function to a d-latch 
block used to enable or disable the output of the scheme through a time delay to ensure that 
the output of the scheme is stable as a result of change of machine state of operation [26]. 
4.8 Fast bus transfer simulation 
Fast bus transfer is used in plant areas where bus transfers can be executed with a phase 
difference of 20o - 30o between the alternate supply and the residual bus voltage, and a 
residual bus voltage magnitude of equal or more than 0.85 p.u. [18]. Figure 4-4 depicts the 
power supply configuration and the associated transfer system as is modelled in Simulink to 
simulate the bus transfer system design functionality presented in subsection 4.7 upon a loss 
of power supply scenario on board A. The loss of power on board A is assumed to have been 
as a result of an inter-tripping signal received from an upstream protection scheme following 
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a transformer fault picked up by a differential protection relay element (87). Tripping of both 
upstream and downstream ensures that the transformer is isolated from the system [15]. The 
bus transfer scheme’s objective is therefore to transfer the load bus to an alternative healthy 
board ‘B’ that is supplied from main source ‘B’ to maintain process continuity by keeping 
the induced draught fan motor running. Table 4-1 presents the applicable bus transfer 
settings modelled in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4: Simulink fast bus transfer model configuration 
Table 4-1: Fast bus transfer system settings 
VASMgn_Upp_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VASMgn_Low_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VMbMgn_Limit 
[p.u.] 
TB 
[s] 
Øsetting 
[deg] 
1.1 0.9 0.85 0.02 ±20 
 
In order to simulate the functionality of fast bus transfer scheme, both main source ‘A’ and 
‘B’ are in synchronism before power is lost on board ‘A’; ‘A’ main breaker is initially closed 
at the beginning of the simulation, tie breaker is open, and ‘B’ main breaker is closed and 
supplying board ‘B’. The simulation is started a time t = 0 s when the motor is powered up 
with its shaft coupled to an induced draught fan load, this approach allows comparisons 
between starting and reacceleration characteristics to be made with ease. The inertia constant 
of the system is 5.23 s. The motor is then continuously loaded in proportion to the square of 
the shaft speed as the speed increases, until the torque reaches 44200 N-m, and a full speed 
of 0.996 p.u. at time t = 12.4 s. An inter-tripping signal from upstream protection scheme is 
received at time t = 14 s when the motor is already running at full speed, where upon the fast 
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bus transfer scheme is initiated to supervise the transfer of the  load bus from ‘A’ main 
source to ‘B’ main source through the tie-breaker.  
4.9 Fast bus transfer simulation results 
4.9.1 Voltage and frequency response 
Figure 4-5 depicts the response of both voltage and frequency during the fast bus transfer 
process between boards ‘A’ and ‘B’ through the tie breaker. 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Voltage and frequency response during a fast bus transfer process 
The magnitude of voltage on board ‘A’ drops from 1 p.u. from time t = 14 s when power is 
lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the ‘A’ main breaker to 
0,887 p.u. at time t = 14.07 s as depicted in Figure 4-5(a). The existence of bus decaying 
voltage on board ‘A’ is as a result of the connected induced draught fan motor operating as 
an induction generator with trapped residual flux in the machine, driven by the induced 
draught fan load inertia. The initial volt drop to 0.9291 p.u. at time t = 14 s is as a  result of 
the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, thereafter the residual 
bus voltage decays according to the machine open circuit time constant as the trapped flux in 
the machine decays [25][59].  The transfer is successfully executed in 70 ms (3.5 cycles) 
upon loss of power measured from time t = 14 s to time t = 14.07 s when voltage is restored 
on board ‘A’, which is in line with the acceptable transfer time of a fast bus transfer scheme 
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[28][60], resulting in minimal impact on the system frequency dropping to 0.9912 p.u. at 
time t = 14.05 s as depicted in Figure 4-5(b). The drop in frequency is as a result of loss of 
speed as the kinetic energy of system begins to deplete.  
4.9.2 Residual bus voltage phase and shaft speed response 
The angle between board ‘A’ and main source ‘B’ is observed to increase from 0o when the 
power to the machine is lost at time t = 14 s to 9.664o at time t = 14.07 s when power to 
board ‘A’ is restored as depicted in Figure 4-6(a). 
 
Figure 4-6: Phase angle and shaft speed response during a fast bus transfer process 
The sudden increase in relative phase angle between the bus voltage and main source ‘B’ is 
also as a result of reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, which 
causes the machine impedance to change as the machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 
3.566o relative phase change at time t = 14 s as depicted in Figure 4-6(a) [60]. Further 
increase in relative phase difference is observed as the machine losses speed. Figure 4-6(b) 
depicts the shaft speed, which is easily maintained at full speed due to high load inertia 
constant of the system, and the high-speed transfer of the motor bus to a healthy alternate 
source ‘B’ [61]. 
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4.9.3 Stator current and electromagnetic torque response 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. when the main source ‘A’ power supply is disconnected, 
following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the developed stator 
flux to collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also dropping to zero as depicted in 
Figure 4-7(a) and Figure 4-7(b) at time t = 14 s respectively [62].  
    
Figure 4-7: Current and torque response during a fast bus transfer process 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 14.07 s as depicted in Figure 4-7, current increases to 
a peak of 1.549 p.u. at time t = 14.09 s as a result of reduced motor shaft speed of 0.992 p.u.; 
resulting in an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to decrease [62]. The 
increase in current causes the motor to develop torque with a peak of 4.332 p.u. at time t = 
14.09 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.996 p.u. full speed as it was before the loss 
of power on board ‘A’. The magnitude of the peak torque is as a result of system natural 
frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon loss of power to the machine, 
depending on its angular position when the alternate source is connected; higher 
electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques initially act against each 
other [29]. The reaccelerating torque does not exceed the starting torque magnitude during 
the transfer [30].  
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4.9.4 Rotor flux angle response 
The residual rotor flux momentarily losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was 
lagging 93.5o before power was lost on board ‘A’ at time t = 14 s as depicted in Figure 4-8.  
 
Figure 4-8: Rotor flux response during a fast bus transfer process 
The flux angle increased to 100.1o at time t = 14.07 s as depicted in Figure 4-8(b). The loss 
of synchronism is as a result of the collapse in stator flux following stator current dropping 
to zero upon loss of power supply on the machine [62]. However, the machine develops 
torque and accelerates following the slight reduction in speed [62], both stator and rotor 
fluxes synchronise and maintain 93.5o between them soon after the load on the bus has been 
transferred to the alternate supply main source ‘B’, ensuring that the machine remain stable 
to support process continuity. 
4.9.5 Residual bus voltage phasor response 
Figure 4-9 depicts the phasor plot of the bus voltage during the fast bus transfer process, 
which illustrates the behaviour of the bus voltage from the time when power was lost on the 
board resulting in change of both magnitude and phase angle to 0.887 p.u. and 350.55o 
respectively as it began to lag when power was lost. However, both magnitude and phase 
angle of the bus voltage recovered once the transfer process was completed. 
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Figure 4-9: Bus voltage phasor response during a fast bus transfer process 
4.10 In-phase bus transfer scheme 
The supervision of bus transfer using in-phase transfer process also takes both the 
magnitudes and phases of the motor bus and that of the alternate source voltages into 
consideration. Motor bus voltage is allowed to decay to a much lower value of 0.35 – 0.25 
p.u., while phase coincidence at 0o is targeted to execute the transfer [63]. Phase coincidence 
prediction involves taking circuit breaker closing time into consideration and issuing a close 
command ahead of time so that the circuit breaker closes exactly when the phase difference 
is at ±0o [23][64].   
4.10.1 Phase coincidence prediction algorithm 
This section focuses on the phase coincidence prediction with input parameters Ø(𝑡𝑖) and 
∅′(𝑡𝑖) already obtained from the fast transfer scheme Ø(𝑡𝑖) and ∅
′(𝑡𝑖) computation 
algorithm presented in subsection 4.6 [23]. Figure 4-10(a) depicts the phase coincidence 
prediction algorithm inputs and output, the details of which are depicted in Figure 4-10(b) as 
implemented in Matlab Simulink.  
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Figure 4-10: Phase coincidence prediction algorithm 
The phase angle difference between the alternate supply and the motor bus voltage is 
calculated using the vector group resultant phase displacement, where synchronised supplies 
are taken to have 360o phase displacement. This approach follows from the fact that the 
phasor needs to rotate 360o back to synchronism once displaced following a power failure. 
The phase difference is then divided by the angular velocity to obtain the time to phase 
coincidence; from which the circuit breaker closing time TB is subtracted to ensure that the 
closing pulse is issued TB ms ahead of time [23]. The pulse width generator function issues a 
switching pulse of which its width is adjustable.  
4.10.2 In-phase bus transfer scheme model 
The output of the phase coincidence prediction algorithm in Figure 4-10 is then gated 
together with a magnitude processing unit through an ‘AND’ logic function where the output 
serves as an input to a d-latch block used to enable or disable the output of the scheme 
through a time delay to ensure that the output of the scheme is stable [26]. Figure 4-11 
depicts the in-phase bus transfer scheme as implemented in Matlab. 
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Figure 4-11: In – phase bus transfer scheme 
4.10.3 In-phase bus transfer simulation 
The power supply configuration and scenario presented in Figure 4-4 in subsection 4.8 is 
used again. Table 4-2 presents the applicable bus transfer settings modelled in Figure 4-11.  
Table 4-2: In – phase bus transfer system settings 
VASMgn_Upp_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VASMgn_Low_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VMbMgn_Limit 
[p.u.] 
TB 
[s] 
1.1 0.9 0.35 0.02 
 
To simulate the functionality of the in-phase bus transfer scheme, ‘A’ main breaker is 
initially closed at the beginning of the simulation, tie breaker is open, and ‘B’ main breaker 
is closed and supplying board ‘B’. The simulation is started a time t = 0 s when the motor is 
powered up with its shaft coupled to an induced draught fan load, once more this approach 
allows comparisons between starting and reacceleration characteristics of the motor to be 
made with ease. The inertia constant of the system is 5.23 s. The motor is then continuously 
loaded in proportion to the square of the shaft speed as the speed increases, until the torque 
reaches 44200 N-m, and a full speed of 0.996 p.u. at time t = 12.4 s. An inter-tripping signal 
from upstream protection scheme is received at time t = 14 s when the motor is already 
running at full speed, where upon the in-phase bus transfer scheme is initiated to supervise 
the transfer of the  load bus from ‘A’ main source to ‘B’ main source through the tie-breaker. 
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4.10.4 In-phase bus transfer simulation results 
4.10.4.1 Voltage and frequency response 
Figure 4-12 depicts the response of both voltage and frequency during the in-phase bus 
transfer process between boards ‘A’ and ‘B’ through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 4-12: Voltage and frequency response during an in – phase bus transfer process 
The magnitude of voltage on board ‘A’ decays from 1 p.u. at time t = 14 s when power is 
lost on board ‘A’ following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the ‘A’ main breaker on 
board ‘A’. The decay in bus voltage is as a result of the connected induced draught fan motor 
operating as an induction generator as the machine flux decays to zero [32]. The machine is 
driven by the fan load inertia. Voltage decayed to a value of 0.5489 p.u. at time t = 14.68 s, 
which resulted in 45.11% voltage drop. The initial bus volt drop to 0.9923 p.u. at time t = 14 
s is as a result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance as 
discussed in subsection 4.9.1, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the 
machine open circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59].  The 
transfer is successfully executed in 680 ms (34 cycles) upon a loss of power, which is in line 
with the acceptable transfer time of in-phase bus transfer scheme [28][60], resulting in a 
frequency impact as depicted in Figure 4-5(b) at time t = 14 s where frequency dropped to 
0.9456 p.u.  
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4.10.4.2 Residual bus voltage phase and shaft speed response 
Relative phase angle between board ‘A’ and main source ‘B’ increases from 0o as an 
indication of loss of synchronism between bus ‘A’ voltage and the alternate source ‘B’. The 
phasor slips one full cycle of 360o during the time when the board ‘A’ is not connected to 
any power source as depicted in Figure 4-13(a).  
 
Figure 4-13: Phase angle and shaft speed response during an in – phase bus transfer process 
This phenomenon is expected as a result of in-phase bus transfer characteristics switching at 
the first phase co-incidence between the residual bus voltage and the alternate source. 
[63][64]. The increase in relative phase angle is as a result of the machine operating mode, 
which causes the machine impedance to change as the machine slip changes, resulting in a 
sudden 3.566o relative phase change [26], as illustrated in Figure 4-13(a). Further increase in 
relative phase difference is observed as the machine losses speed. Figure 4-13(b) depicts the 
shaft speed as it dropped to 0.9447 p.u. as the kinetic energy on the fan load slowly reduces 
[65][66]; however the speed recovered to full speed after slightly overshooting once the 
transfer process was complete and the motor was powered up. 
4.10.4.3 Stator current and electromagnetic torque response 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. at time t = 14 s when the main source ‘A’ power supply is 
disconnected, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the 
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developed stator flux to collapse, resulting in electromagnetic torque also dropping to zero as 
depicted in Figure 4-14(a) and Figure 4-14(b) respectively [62]. 
 
Figure 4-14: Current and torque response during an in – phase bus transfer process 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 14.67 s as illustrated in Figure 4-13(a) and (b), 
current increases to 3.754 p.u. at time t = 14.7 as depicted in Figure 4-14(a). This is as a 
result of the reduced motor shaft speed of 0.9447 p.u. at time t = 14.67 resulting in an 
increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to decrease [62]. The increase in 
current causes the motor to develop torque with a peak of 7.251 p.u. at time t = 14.71 and 
accelerate the shaft speed to reach a full speed of 0.996 p.u. at as it was before the loss of 
power on board ‘A’ [28] as depicted in Figure 4-14(b). The magnitude of the peak torque is 
as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon loss of 
power to the machine, depending on its angular position when the alternate source is 
connected; higher electromagnetic torque is produced when the two torques initially act 
against each other [14][29]. The delay in load transfer of in-phase bus transfer compared to 
fast transfer scheme results in higher current and torque when the load bus is connected to 
the alternate healthy source because of the much reduced speed of 94.47 %. 
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4.10.4.4 Rotor flux angle response 
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.5o 
before power was lost on board ‘A’, and slip by 360o during the time when the machine is 
not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 4-15.  
 
Figure 4-15: Rotor flux angle response during an in – phase bus transfer process 
The loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapse in stator flux following stator current 
dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62].The machine develops 
torque and accelerates soon after it has been transferred to the alternate supply [62]. The 
stator and rotor fluxes synchronises with 93.5o phase difference soon after the load has been 
transferred to the alternate supply main source ‘B’ as they were before power was lost; 
ensuring that the machine remain stable to support process continuity. 
4.10.4.5 Residual bus voltage phasor response 
Figure 4-16 depicts the phasor plot of the bus voltage during the in-phase bus transfer 
process, which illustrates the behaviour of the bus voltage from the time when power was 
lost on the board resulting in change of both magnitude and phase angle as it began to lag 
and slipped one full cycle before it was transferred to an alternate supply source ‘B’ 
according to the in-phase bus transfer characteristic. However, both magnitude and phase 
angle of the bus voltage recovered once the transfer process was completed. 
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Figure 4-16: Bus voltage phasor response during an in - phase bus transfer process 
4.11 Residual bus voltage transfer scheme 
Residual bus voltage transfer is achieved by only monitoring the magnitudes of the alternate 
supply to be between 1.1 and 0.9 p.u., and the decaying bus residual voltage to be below 0.35 
- 0.25 p.u.; where upon it is assumed that bus transfer will not present any negative effects 
on the motor and the driven load [60].  
4.11.1 Residual bus voltage transfer scheme 
The phasor magnitudes of both the residual bus voltage and the alternate supply obtained 
from equation (4.2) are monitored and compared to the set limits in the magnitude 
processing unit. Logic ‘high’ output is issued by the magnitude processing unit if the 
magnitudes of the input voltages are within the set limits. The output of the magnitude 
processing unit gated through a d-latch block to enable or disable the output of the scheme 
through a time delay to ensure that the output is stable [26]. Figure 4-17 depicts the residual 
bus voltage transfer scheme. 
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Figure 4-17: In – phase bus transfer scheme  
 
4.11.2 Residual bus voltage transfer simulation 
The power supply configuration presented in Figure 4-4 presented in subsection 4.8 is used 
to simulate residual voltage bus transfer scheme. Table 4-3 presents the applicable bus 
transfer settings modelled in Figure 4-17.  
Table 4-3: Residual bus voltage transfer system settings 
VASMgn_Upp_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VASMgn_Low_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VMbMgn_Limit 
[p.u.] 
1.1 0.9 0.25 
 
The functionality of the residual bus voltage transfer scheme is simulated using a power 
supply configuration depicted in Figure 4-4, where ‘A’ main breaker is initially closed at the 
beginning of the simulation, tie breaker is open, and ‘B’ main breaker is closed and 
supplying board B. The simulation is started at time t = 0 s when the motor is powered up 
with its shaft coupled to an induced draught fan load, this approach allows comparisons 
between starting and reacceleration characteristics to be made with ease. The inertia constant 
of the system is 5.23 s. The motor is then continuously loaded in proportion to the square of 
the shaft speed as the speed increases, until the torque reaches 44200 N-m, and a full speed 
of 0.996 p.u. at time t = 12.4 s. An inter-tripping signal from upstream protection scheme is 
received at time t = 14 s when the motor is already running at full speed, where upon the 
residual bus voltage transfer scheme is initiated to supervise the residual voltage bus transfer 
of the  load bus from ‘A’ main source to ‘B’ main source through the tie-breaker. 
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4.11.3 Residual bus voltage transfer simulation results 
4.11.3.1 Voltage and frequency response 
Figure 4-18 depicts the response of both voltage and frequency during the execution of 
residual voltage bus transfer between boards ‘A’ and ‘B’ through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 4-18: Voltage and frequency response during an in – phase bus transfer process 
The magnitude of voltage on board ‘A’ decays from 1 p.u. from time t = 14 s when power is 
disconnected on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the ‘A’ main 
breaker to 0.2449 p.u. at time t = 15.72 s; as depicted in Figure 4-18(a) according to the set 
point in Table 4-3. The existence of decaying voltage on board ‘A’ is as a result of the 
connected induced draught fan motor operating as an induction generator, driven by the fan 
inertia coupled with the trapped flux in the machine [31]. The overall percentage voltage 
drop is 75.51%. The initial volt drop to 0.9293 p.u. is again as a  result of the reversal of the 
voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance as in the case fast and in-phase bus 
transfer schemes, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the machine open 
circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59].  The transfer is 
successfully executed in 1760 ms (88 cycles) upon loss of power, which is in line with the 
acceptable transfer time of residual voltage bus transfer scheme [28][60], resulting in 
frequency dropping to 0.8654 p.u. at time t = 15.76 s as depicted in Figure 4-18(b) following 
a much higher reduction in speed compared to both fast and in-phase transfer schemes. 
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4.11.3.2 Residual bus voltage phase and shaft speed response 
The phase angle between board ‘A’ and main source ‘B’ slips 6 times between 0o and 360o 
when the power to the machine is lost at time t = 14 s according to the residual bus voltage 
transfer method as depicted in Figure 4-19(a) [60].  
 
Figure 4-19: Phase angle and shaft speed response during residual bus voltage transfer process 
Figure 4-19(b) depicts the shaft speed, which dropped to 0.8732 p.u. at time t = 15.71 s as 
the kinetic energy on the fan load reduced even more compared to both fast and in-phase bus 
transfer schemes; however the speed recovered to full speed after slightly overshooting once 
the transfer process was completed. It is evident that the residual bus voltage transfer process 
is not dependent on the relative phase difference between the alternate supply and the 
residual bus voltage as depicted on Figure 4-19(a), where 6 slip cycles were recorded; before 
it reached the of 0.25 p.u. as depicted in Figure 4-18(a).  
4.11.3.3 Stator current and electromagnetic torque response 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. at time t = 14 s when the main source ‘A’ power supply is 
disconnected, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the 
developed stator flux to collapse, which results in electromagnetic torque also dropping to 
zero as depicted in Figure 4-20(a) and Figure 4-20(b) respectively [62]. 
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Figure 4-20: Current and torque response during an in – phase bus transfer process 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.72 s as depicted in Figure 4-18(a), current 
increases to a peak of 6.251 p.u. at time t = 15.83 s as a result of the reduced motor shaft 
speed of 0.8732 p.u.  The speed reduction result in an increase in slip which causes the rotor 
circuit resistance to decrease [62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop torque 
with a peak of 8.553 p.u. at time t = 15.79 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach a full 
speed of 0.996 p.u. as it was before the loss of power on board ‘A’ [28]. The magnitude of 
the peak torque is as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque 
oscillates upon loss of power to the machine, depending on the angular position of the 
mechanical system when the alternate source is connected; higher electromagnetic torque 
magnitude is produced when the two torques initially act against each other [29]. The peak 
torque is also dependent of the phase angle of the bus residual voltage [11], which should 
also be stated by the motor manufacturer [67].  
4.11.3.4 Rotor flux angle response 
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.5o 
before power was lost on board ‘A’, and slips 6 cycles during the time when the machine is 
not connected to any power supply as depicted on Figure 4-21. 
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Figure 4-21: Rotor flux angle response during a residual bus voltage transfer process 
The loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapse in stator flux following stator current 
dropping to zero upon loss of power supply on the machine [62]. However, when the 
machine is reconnected after the residual voltage has dropped by 75.51%; it develops torque 
and accelerates the shaft speed following the reduction in speed 87.32% [62].  Both stator 
and rotor fluxes synchronise with 94o phase difference soon after the load has been 
transferred to the alternate supply main source ‘B’, ensuring that the machine remain stable 
to support process continuity. 
4.11.3.5 Residual bus voltage phasor response 
Figure 4-22 depicts the phasor plot of the bus voltage during the residual voltage bus transfer 
process, which illustrates the behaviour of the bus voltage from the time when power was 
lost on the board; resulting in change of both magnitude and phase angle as the phasor began 
to lag and slipped 6 full cycles before it was transferred to an alternate supply source ‘B’. 
However, both magnitude and phase angle of the bus voltage recovered once the transfer 
process was completed. 
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Figure 4-22: Bus voltage phasor response during a residual bus voltage transfer process 
4.12 Simulink model of bus transfer device 
The three bus transfer schemes namely fast, in – phase and residual bus voltage transfer 
schemes are gated through an ‘OR’ logic function, and the output of the ‘OR’ logic function 
is gated through an ‘AND’ logic function together with the output of an ‘XOR’ logic 
function, the inputs of which comprises enabling inputs for simultaneous and sequential 
modes of operation. The overall close command of the system is issued if one or more of the 
individual schemes is logic ‘1’, one of the scheme modes of operation is a logic ‘1’, as an 
additional security feature; the resultant vector difference between the alternate and residual 
bus voltage must be less than 1.33 p.u. as depicted in Figure 4-23 [29][30][52].     
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Figure 4-23: Simultaneous and sequential modes of operation 
Figure 4-24 depicts the overall bus transfer device comprising fast, in-phase and residual 
transfer scheme capabilities. The respective transfer schemes can be enabled simultaneously 
or individually to satisfy specific process requirement [18][52]. 
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Figure 4-24: Bus transfer device model as modelled in matlab simulink 
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4.13 Discussion 
The results of recorded magnitudes of busbar voltage, shaft speed, stator current and 
electromagnetic torque response of induced draught fan motor being transferred from board 
A upon loss of power; to an alternative board B using fast, in-phase and residual bus voltage 
transfer schemes are depicted in Figure 4-25. 
 
Figure 4-25: Summary of bus transfer results of induced draft fan from board A to board B 
Fast and residual bus voltage transfers recorded the highest and lowest minimum magnitudes 
for busbar voltage and shaft speed respectively.  The lowest peak accelerating current was 
recorded during the fast bus transfer execution, while residual bus voltage transfer scheme 
recorded the highest peak accelerating current of 6.215 p.u. Peak accelerating torque of 
4.332 p.u. was recorded as the lowest of the three transfer schemes during the fast bus 
transfer, while in-phase bus transfer process is the highest at 8.553 p.u. Therefore, fast bus 
transfer scheme exhibited best performance during the transfer of induced draught fan motor 
from board A to board B. 
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4.14 Conclusion 
The design and simulation of fast, in-phase and residual bus voltage transfer schemes have 
been presented. Simulation results give insight to the characteristics of the different bus 
transfer schemes, where fast transfer scheme has less electromagnetic torque impact while 
residual transfer has the most severe peak torque. The torque to which the machine will be 
subjected should be stated by the manufacturer of the motor before a specific transfer 
technique is chosen.  
Fast bus transfer scheme offers the most efficient and smooth load transfer resulting in 
minimal impact on the system with regards to both current and torque magnitudes. Both 
reaccelerating current and torque remain within starting current and torque magnitudes 
respectively, which indicate that the impact on the motor is within its design capability. The 
speed and smooth characteristic of the fast bus transfer scheme makes it suitable for use in 
load bus transfers where the objective is to maintain process continuity in case of a sudden 
loss of power from the main or preferred supply. 
In – phase bus transfer scheme offers the second best efficient load transfer characteristic 
resulting in reaccelerating current of less than the starting current, while the reaccelerating 
torque is likely to exceed the starting torque depending on the torsional oscillations of the 
mechanical system. This scheme may be suitable for maintaining process continuity for the 
most critical part of the process since it may require load shedding consideration of non-
critical loads in order to allow for reacceleration of most critical motors. The resulting torque 
magnitudes require proper knowledge of the design capability of both the motor and the 
driven load.  
Residual bus voltage transfer scheme result in much higher reaccelerating current and torque 
that exceed the starting current and torque following the much reduced shaft speed of the 
motor. Therefore more loads may need to be shed to allow the most critical loads to be 
reaccelerated. Alternatively the scheme may be suitable for power restoration to allow the 
plant operator to manually bring the process back to production. As in the case of in-phase 
bus transfer scheme, the resulting torque magnitudes require proper knowledge of the design 
capability of both the motor and the driven load.  
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CHAPTER 5 - BUS TRANSFER CASE STUDIES OF DRAUGHT 
MOTORS 
5.1 Introduction 
Coal fired thermal power plants auxiliary systems comprise unit and station services 
systems. A unit in a power plant is made up of one boiler, one turbine, one generator step up 
transformer, and all associated auxiliaries operating together as one unit. The high voltage 
terminal bushings of each generator step-up transformer are connected to the transmission 
system high voltage substation through the high voltage circuit breaker [4]. Unitised 
auxiliary systems serve the respective power generating units, and would result in a direct 
loss of power generating capability of the unit when unit auxiliary power supply is 
interrupted. Station auxiliary services however, serve multiple units, and would not result in 
immediate or direct loss of any particular unit capability to generate power when station 
auxiliary power supply is interrupted [1]. This chapter focuses on bus transfer case studies 
and their impact on process continuity when power is interrupted within a unit auxiliary 
power reticulation. 
5.2 Thermal Power Plant 
Unit auxiliary power requirement in a thermal power plant is between 4.5% - 7% of unit 
maximum output power [1][2], however power consumption by auxiliary systems can be as 
high as 10% depending on the environmental control system that is used in relation to the 
type and quality of fuel used to fire the boiler [3]. Figure 5-1 depicts a high level auxiliary 
electrical system of a coal fired thermal power plant [5][6][68]. 
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Figure 5-1: High-level thermal power plant auxiliary electrical system 
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Generator step-up transformer is used to start-up a unit by suppling power to the unit 
auxiliary systems through the high voltage circuit breaker while the generator remain 
isolated by the generator circuit breaker. Station services transformer is used to start-up unit 
auxiliary loads where a power generating unit does not have a generator circuit breaker. 
Closed transition bus transfer system is used to transfer unit auxiliary loads from the station 
services transformer to the unit auxiliary transformer once the unit has successfully started 
up where station services transformer is used to start up a unit [1][5][8], however special 
consideration is made to ensure that the transfer is executed in a minimum time possible due 
of high fault levels as a result of paralleling supplies [69][70]. Therefore the existence of 
generator circuit breaker eliminates the requirement of starting up a unit using the station 
services transformer [5]. 
Electrically driven auxiliaries are preferred over steam driven auxiliaries for both essential 
and non-essential systems because of convenience, cleanliness in operation and adaptability 
to automatic and remote control [2][4][71]. Majority of electrically driven auxiliary systems 
in the order of more than 90% utilises direct on line squirrel cage induction motors, 
comprising fans, pumps and mills [8][9][10]. Direct-on-line induction motors enable 
implementation of bus transfer systems with ease [2][4]. 
Unit auxiliary power reticulation is designed with the objective of achieving high availability 
and reliability of auxiliary power supply to satisfy mechanical plant process requirement. 
The design optimises simplicity and cost against availability and reliability [1][2][5]. The 
design of the reticulation system also includes the necessary interlocking systems to ensure 
safety of both plant and personnel in case of any failure occurring on the reticulation [4].  
Two unit auxiliary transformers supply power to two respective unit auxiliary boards, which 
intern supply power to unit auxiliary loads. Use of two unit auxiliary transformers reduces 
fault levels and also achieves high plant availability at the same time [8][72][73]. Failure of 
one unit auxiliary transformer causes the unit to lose 50% generating capability as a result of 
losing one set of auxiliary systems, the draught group system in particular [1][5]. This is 
because momentary loss of draught in the boiler causes upset in the boiler steam cycle, or 
even worse; flame extinction can result if the loss of power is prolonged [70].  
5.3 South African coal fired power generating plants 
South African power generating plants comprise two sets of boiler auxiliary systems to 
support availability of the boiler plant [5][74]. One set of boiler auxiliary systems enables the 
unit to produce half of the unit generating capacity [7]. Figure 5-2 depicts a simplified power 
plant unit auxiliary power reticulation [7][75]. 
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Figure 5-2: Unit auxiliary power reticulation system 
Unit auxiliary boards A and B can be connected through the tie breaker when one of the unit 
auxiliary transformers A or B is out of service and isolated. Under normal operating 
conditions, unit auxiliary transformer A supplies unit auxiliary board A and half of station 
service loads through station service board A as depicted in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2, while 
unit auxiliary transformer B supplies unit auxiliary board B. Station services transformer is 
used to supply power to unit auxiliary loads when the unit auxiliary transformers are not 
available [7][75].  
Two electric boiler feed pumps are supplied from the respective unit auxiliary boards A and 
B, the boards also supply power to medium voltage boiler drives through four service 
transformers; and low voltage drives including other unitised loads such as flue gas cleaning 
systems and lighting through various other transformers. Configuration of service medium 
voltage boards A, B, C and D is depicted in Figure 5-2. Services medium voltage boards A 
and B can be connected through a tie breaker when one of the service transformers becomes 
unavailable; similarly service medium voltage boards C and D can be connected when one of 
the service transformers C or D becomes unavailable.  
Interruption of power supply to one of the service medium voltage boards A, B, C or D result 
in 50% reduction of unit capability to generate power. The reduction in power generating 
capability of a unit is as a result of loss of boiler draught group system and or primary air 
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system [7][76]. Unit capability is restored to 80% – 90% of maximum unit output power 
upon power reinstatement using the tie breaker between the respective service medium 
voltage boards A and B, or C and D [7][76].  
This chapter investigates the feasibility of utilising a bus transfer system to transfer boiler 
draught and primary air system fan motors between service medium voltage boards A and B, 
or C and D to maintain maximum unit power generating capability when power supply is 
lost on either service medium voltage boards A, B, C or D. 
5.4 Impact of loss of draught on boiler furnace pressure protection 
Boiler furnace explosions are rare, but possible due to the nature of furnace operation; 
whereby it is supplied with accumulative explosions. Furnace pressure protection is one of 
many parameters that require continuous control, protection and monitoring in order to 
safeguard against furnace explosion or implosion [77]. National fire protection association 
(NFPA) stipulates specific protection requirements for boiler plants and combustion systems, 
including the requirement of a dedicated plant control systems to safeguard against incorrect 
operation of plant and process abnormalities. Positive furnace pressure limit is reached when 
forced draught fan reaches its test block capability, while negative pressure limit is reached 
when an induced draught fan reaches its test block capability. Furnace pressure 
measurements are also measurable by means of pressure instrument transmitters located in 
the boiler furnace [37][77].  
Two draught subsystems are configured to supply boiler furnace draught on a common duct, 
the two subsystems are referred to as left and right hand draught groups systems [35]. 
However failure of an induced draught fan on one of the draught subsystems increases the 
possibility of the corresponding forced draught fan reaching its test block capability, and 
vice versa; even though the second draught group system will tend to compensate for the 
partial loss of draught as a result of the first draught subsystem failure [37][78][79]. 
Therefore boiler protection system is configured to accordingly trip the corresponding 
induced or forced draught fan each time one of the fans trip, this is to ensure that furnace 
pressure does not increase or reduce beyond the respective fan test block capabilities in order 
to safeguard against furnace implosion or explosion. Further than tripping the draught group 
fans, master fuel trip is activated by boiler protection system to stop fuel entering into the 
boiler furnace when both left and right hand draught subsystems are lost [35][38][79]. The 
level of complexity of interfacing subsystems responsible for boiler protection, from sensing 
elements to actual devices responsible to trip the plant in case of unforeseen abnormalities 
makes it of utmost importance that boiler furnace protection system meets the necessary 
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level of reliability and availability according to plant specific risk assessment 
[39][40][80][81].  
Loss of incomer circuit breaker on service medium voltage board A on Fig 2 for instance, 
result in an under-voltage condition on the board, which will cause the respective drives to 
trip in 3 s [80]. This is as a result of busbar voltage having dropped to, or below 70% for 3 s 
[80]. The phenomenon will impact the furnace draught pressure because the forced draught 
fan motor would have lost power. 
The corresponding induced draught fan motor on service medium voltage board C will 
eventually be tripped by boiler protection system [35][38]. However during the 3 s time 
delay when the under-voltage protection is timing out, boiler furnace pressure may reduce up 
to the induced fan test block capability, which could also cause the boiler protection system 
to trip the corresponding induced draught fan motor before 3 s has timed-out. Figure 5-3 
depicts a simplified draught group motor protection trip logic that will be executed in case of 
an under voltage condition, following from the loss of incomer breaker on one of the service 
medium voltage boards A, B, C and D [38][79][80]. 
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Figure 5-3: Simplified draught group motor breaker trip logic on power supply failure 
5.5 Response of furnace draught pressure when power supply is interrupted 
Two scenarios are considered in order to analyse the impact of partial loss of draught group 
system, first is failure of induced draught fan power supply; second is failure of forced 
draught fan power supply. The objective of the analysis is to establish safe conditions under 
which successful motor bus transfer will aid process continuity by maintaining stable furnace 
pressure during the transfer process.  
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5.5.1 Interruption of induced draught fan power supply 
Interruption of power supply to one of the induced draught fan motors result in boiler 
protection system automatically tripping the corresponding forced draught fan to prevent 
furnace explosion [36][38]. Tripping of forced draught fan motor is initiated by an auxiliary 
contact of the corresponding induced draught fan motor circuit breaker. However, when 
power interruption is as a result of upstream reticulation equipment failure, a 3 s time delay 
is introduced by as a result of motor under voltage protection scheme setting [80]. Figure 5-4 
depicts the induced draught fan pressure response of both left and right hand fans when both 
corresponding left hand induced and forced draught fans lose power simultaneously, 
followed by a loss of power supply to the second corresponding right hand induced and 
forced draught fans in 5 s; whereupon master fuel trip is initiated. Boiler furnace draught 
pressure remains stable when corresponding fans are tripped simultaneously as depicted in 
Figure 5-5. Cross-tripping of corresponding forced draught fan when the induced draught fan 
trips is a mandatory requirement to prevent boiler furnace explosion [36]. 
 
Figure 5-4: Induced draught fan pressure response when both induced and forced draught fans lose power 
simultaneously [36] 
 
Figure 5-5: Boiler furnace draught pressure on loss of one forced draught system motor [36] 
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It is observed in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 that simultaneous loss of induced and 
corresponding forced draught fans maintains furnace draught pressure stability. Therefore 
successful transfer of induced draught fan to an alternate power supply on loss of power may 
not always aid process continuity because of the requirement for the corresponding forced 
draught fan to be momentarily tripped in order to maintain draught pressure stability, this is 
so when the two fan motors are supplied from different power supplies. 
5.5.2 Interruption of forced draught fan power supply 
Interruption of power supply to one of the two forced draught fan motors result in immediate 
closing of the respective fan output vanes, and the unit automatically begins to de-load in 2 s 
[36]. The remaining forced draught fan and two induced draught fans continue to run and 
regulate the draught pressure in the boiler furnace. It can be observed in Figure 5-6 that the 
fan output pressure remains above 80% at time t = 65 s after the fan motor lost power supply 
at time t = 60 s as a result of high fan inertia. This phenomenon causes the furnace draught 
pressure to remain stable as depicted in Figure 5-7. Master fuel trip is initiated together with 
the tripping of the induced draught fans when the second forced draught fan motor trips.  
 
Figure 5-6: Forced draught fan pressure response when both induced and forced draught fans lose power 
simultaneously [36] 
 
Figure 5-7: Boiler furnace draught pressure on loss of induced and forced draught system motors [36] 
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Therefore successful transfer of forced draught fan motor within 2 s to an alternate power 
supply on loss of main supply will aid process continuity. 
5.6 Bus transfer case studies 
This section focuses on the simulation of draught group system load transfer to a healthy 
alternate supply upon failure of one of the service transformers A, B, C or D using three 
different bus transfer methods, namely fast, in-phase and residual bus voltage transfer 
schemes. The draught and primary air systems comprise two sets of three drives each, 
referred to as left and right hand systems as mentioned earlier. Service medium voltage 
board A supply power to the left hand forced draught and primary air fans together with 
other drives as depicted in Figure 5-8, while service medium voltage board C supply power 
to the left hand induced draught fan together with other drives as depicted in Figure 5-9; 
similarly service medium voltage boards B and D supply power to the right hand fans as 
depicted in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 respectively. 
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Figure 5-8: Service medium voltage boards A and B load configuration 
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Figure 5-9: Service medium voltage boards C and D load configuration  
Unit auxiliary power reticulation is modelled by short-circuit capacities, base voltage and x/r 
ratios on service medium voltage boards A, B, C and D as depicted in Figure 5-8 and Figure 
5-9 respectively for simulation purposes [5][50]. DigSILENT PowerFactroy is used to 
perform system load flow and fault level studies to determine the reticulation short-circuit 
capacities, and x/r ratios for the different case studies as simulated and discussed in the next 
subsections. Impact on busbar voltage, busbar relative phase angle, motor shaft speed, stator 
current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle of the largest motor amongst the group 
of motors being transferred is analysed in order to evaluate the performance of the different 
bus transfer methods and their impact on the process thereof. 
5.6.1 Case study 1: Transfer of left hand induced draught fan 
Figure 5-9 depicts the power supply configuration and associated transfer system as is 
modelled in Simulink in order to simulate the performance of the three bus transfer schemes 
during transfer of an induced draught fan motor from service medium voltage board C to 
service medium voltage board D when power supply is lost on service medium voltage board 
C. The loss of power on service medium voltage board C is assumed to have been as a result 
of an inter-tripping signal received from an upstream protection scheme following a 
transformer fault picked up by a differential protection relay element device number 87 [82]. 
Tripping of both upstream and downstream ensures that the transformer is isolated from the 
system [15]. The bus transfer scheme objective is therefore to transfer the induced draught 
fan motor to an alternate service medium voltage board D that is supplied from main source 
‘B’ to maintain process continuity by keeping the induced draught fan motor running.  
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5.6.1.1 Fast bus transfer simulation results 
Main sources ‘A’ and ‘B’ are in synchronism before power is lost on service medium voltage 
board C; ‘A’ main breaker is initially closed at the beginning of the simulation, tie breaker is 
open, and ‘B’ main breaker is closed and supplying service medium voltage board D. The 
simulation is started a time t = 0 s when the motors are powered up with their shafts coupled 
to their respective loads. The induced draught fan motor in particular, is continuously loaded 
in proportion to the square of the shaft speed as the speed increases, until the torque reaches 
a load magnitude of 0.8 p.u. torque, and a full speed of 0.996 p.u. An inter-tripping signal 
from upstream protection scheme is received at time t = 15 s when the motors are already 
running at full speeds, initiating the fast bus transfer scheme to supervise the transfer of the 
induced draught fan motor from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage 
board D through the tie-breaker; all other motors on service medium voltage board C are 
shed-off, and would be restored manually by the unit operator. Table 5-1 presents the 
applicable bus transfer settings. 
Table 5-1: Fast bus transfer system settings 
VASMgn_Upp_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VASMgn_Low_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VMbMgn_Limit 
[p.u.] 
TB 
[s] 
Øsetting 
[deg] 
1.1 0.9 0.85 0.02 ±20 
 
5.6.1.1(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-10 depicts the response of voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed during the 
fast bus transfer of induced draught fan motor from service medium voltage boards C to D 
through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-10: Busbar voltage, bus phase angle and speed response during a fast bus transfer of induced 
draught fan motor to service medium voltage board D 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.8797 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s as depicted in Figure 5-10(a). The 
existence of decaying bus voltage on service medium voltage board C is as a result of the 
connected induced draught fan motor operating as an induction generator with trapped 
residual flux, driven by the induced draught fan load inertia. The initial volt drop to 0.9275 
p.u. at time t = 15 s is as a  result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator 
leakage inductance, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the machine open 
circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59]. The transfer is 
successfully executed in 70 ms (3.5 cycles) upon the loss of power measured from time t = 
15 s to time t = 15.07 s when voltage is restored on service medium voltage board C, which 
is according to the acceptable transfer time of fast transfer scheme [28][60]. The voltage 
recovers to 0.9731 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s as a result of system impedance from main source 
‘B’. 
The voltage phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium 
voltage board D is observed to increase from 0o when the power to the machine is lost at 
time t = 15 s to 8.399o at time t = 15.07 s when power to service medium voltage board C is 
restored as depicted in Figure 5-10(b). The sudden increase in relative phase angle between 
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service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage board D is also as a result of 
reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, which causes the machine 
impedance to change as the machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 2.671o relative phase 
change at time t = 15 s as depicted in Figure 5-10(b) [60]. Further increase in relative phase 
difference is observed as the machine losses speed. Figure 5 - 10(c) depicts the shaft speed, 
which is easily maintained at full speed after dropping to 0.9923 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s due 
to high load inertia constant, and the high-speed transfer of the motor bus to a healthy 
alternate source ‘B’ through service medium voltage board D [61]. 
5.6.1.1(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle 
Figure 5-11 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle during the fast bus transfer of induced draught fan motor from service medium voltage 
board C to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-11: Induced draught motor Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
during a fast bus transfer to service medium voltage board D 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. when the main source ‘A’ power supply is disconnected, 
following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the developed stator 
flux to collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also dropping to zero as depicted in 
Figure 5-11(a) and Figure 5-11(b) at time t = 15 s respectively [62]. 
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When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.07 s as depicted in Figure 5-11, current increases 
to a peak of 1.203 p.u. at time t = 15.09 s as a result of the reduced motor shaft speed of 
0.9923 p.u.; resulting in an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to decrease 
[62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop torque with a peak of 3.479 p.u. at 
time t = 15.09 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9975 p.u. full speed as it was before 
the loss of power on service medium voltage board C. The magnitude of the peak torque is 
as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon loss of 
power to the machine, depending on angular position of the shaft when the alternate source 
is connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques 
initially act against each other [29].  
The residual rotor flux momentarily losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was 
lagging 93.47o before power was lost on service medium voltage board C at time t = 14.9 s 
as depicted in Figure 5-11(c). The flux angle increased to 99.8o at time t = 15.07 s as 
depicted in Figure 5-11(c). The loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapse in stator 
flux following stator current dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine 
[62]. However, the machine develops torque and accelerates following the slight reduction in 
speed [62], both stator and rotor fluxes synchronise and maintain 95.17o between them soon 
after the load bus has been transferred to the alternate service medium voltage board D, 
ensuring that the machine remain stable to support process continuity. 
5.6.1.2 In-phase bus transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast bus transfer scheme presented in subsection 
5.6.1.1 is used to simulate in-phase bus transfer of the induced draught fan motor from 
service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D. Table 5-2 presents the 
applicable bus transfer settings. 
Table 5-2: In – phase bus transfer system settings 
VASMgn_Upp_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VASMgn_Low_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VMbMgn_Limit 
[p.u.] 
TB 
[s] 
1.1 0.9 0.35 0.02 
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5.6.1.2(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-12 depicts the response of voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed during in-
phase bus transfer of induced draught fan motor from service medium voltage board C to 
service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-12: Busbar voltage, bus phase angle and speed response during in-phase bus transfer of induced 
draught fan motor to service medium voltage board D 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.523 p.u. at time t = 15.64 s as depicted in Figure 5-12(a). The 
existence of bus decaying voltage on service medium voltage board A is again as a result of 
the connected induced draught fan motor operating as an induction generator with trapped 
residual flux, driven by the induced draught fan load inertia. The initial volt drop to 0.924 
p.u. at time t = 15 s is as a  result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator 
leakage inductance, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the machine open 
circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59]. The transfer is 
successfully executed in 640 ms (32 cycles) upon the loss of power measured from time t = 
15 s to time t = 15.64 s when voltage is restored on service medium voltage board C, which 
is according to the acceptable transfer time of in-phase bus transfer scheme [28][60]. The 
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voltage recovers to 0.972 p.u. at time t = 16.04 s as a result of system impedance from main 
source ‘B’, and the added load. 
Relative phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage 
board D increases as an indication of loss of synchronism between service medium voltage 
board C and service medium voltage board D. The phasor slips one full cycle of 360o 
according to in-phase bus transfer method during the time when service medium voltage 
board C is not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 5-12(b).  
The sudden increase in relative phase angle between service medium voltage board C and 
service medium voltage board D is also as a result of the reversal of the voltage across the 
motor stator leakage inductance, which causes the machine impedance to change as the 
machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 2.994o relative phase change at time t = 15 s as 
depicted in Figure 5-12(b) [60]. Further increase in relative phase difference is observed as 
the machine losses speed. Figure 5-12(c) depicts the shaft speed, which is maintained 
between 0.939 p.u. at time t = 15.63 s and 1.009 p.u. at time t = 15.87s due to high load 
inertia constant, and the relative high-speed transfer of the motor bus to a healthy alternate 
service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker [61]. The speed stabilises at 0.9975 
p.u. at time t = 16.43 s. 
5.6.1.2(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-13 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle during the in-phase bus transfer process of induced draught fan motor from service 
medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-13: Induced draught motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
during an in-phase bus transfer to service medium voltage board D 
Stator current drops at time t = 15 s when the main source ‘A’ power supply is disconnected, 
following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the developed stator 
flux to collapse, which results in electromagnetic torque also dropping to zero as depicted in 
Figure 5-13(a) and Figure 5-13(b) at time t = 15 s respectively [62]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.64 s as depicted in Figure 5-13, current increases 
to a peak of 3.497 p.u. at time t = 15.73 s as a result of the reduced motor shaft speed of 
0.939 p.u.; resulting in an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to decrease 
[62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop torque with a peak of 6.676 p.u. at 
time t = 15.71 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9975 p.u. full speed as it was before 
the loss of power on service medium voltage board C. The magnitude of the peak torque is 
as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon the loss of 
power to the machine, depending on its angular position when the alternate source is 
connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques 
initially act against each other [29].  
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.5o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board C, and slip by 360o during the time 
when the machine is not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 5-13(c). The 
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loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapse in stator flux following stator current 
dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62].The machine develops 
torque and accelerates soon after it has been transferred to the alternate supply [62]. The 
stator and rotor fluxes synchronise with 94.77o phase difference soon after the induced 
draught fan motor has been transferred to the alternate supply through service medium 
voltage board D; ensuring that the machine remain stable to support process continuity. 
5.6.1.3 Residual bus voltage transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast and in-phase bus transfer scheme presented in 
subsection 5.6.1.1 is used to simulate residual bus voltage transfer of the induced draught fan 
motor from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D. Table 5-3 
presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
Table 5-3: Residual bus voltage transfer system settings 
VASMgn_Upp_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VASMgn_Low_Limit 
[p.u.] 
VMbMgn_Limit 
[p.u.] 
1.1 0.9 0.25 
 
5.6.1.3(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-14 depicts the response of voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed during 
residual bus voltage transfer of induced draught fan motor from service medium voltage 
board C to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-14: Busbar voltage, bus phase angle and speed response during residual bus voltage transfer of 
induced draught fan motor to service medium voltage board D 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C decays from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is disconnected on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping 
signal on the ‘A’ main breaker to 0.2307 p.u. at time t = 16.36 s; as depicted in Figure 5-
14(a) according to the set point in Table 5-3. The existence of decaying voltage on service 
medium voltage board C is as a result of the connected induced draught fan motor operating 
as an induction generator, driven by the fan inertia and the trapped flux in the machine [31]. 
The overall percentage voltage drop is 79.63%. The initial volt drop to 0.9247 p.u. is again 
as a result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance as in the 
case of fast and in-phase scheme, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the 
machine open circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59].  The 
transfer is successfully executed in 1360 ms (68 cycles) upon the loss of power, which is in 
line with the acceptable transfer time of residual bus voltage transfer scheme [28][60]. 
The phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage D 
slips 4 times between 0o and 360o from the time when the power to the machine is lost at 
time t = 15 s according to the residual bus voltage transfer method as depicted in Figure 5-
14(b) [60].  
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Figure 5-14(c) depicts the shaft speed, which dropped to 0.8845 p.u. at time t = 16.36 s as the 
kinetic energy on the fan load reduced even more compared to both fast and in-phase bus 
transfer processes; however the speed recovered to full speed after slightly overshooting 
once the transfer process was completed. 
5.6.1.3(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-15 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle during residual bus voltage transfer of induced draught fan motor from service medium 
voltage board C to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-15: Induced draught motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
during residual bus voltage transfer to service medium voltage board D 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. at time t = 15 s when power supply is disconnected on service 
medium voltage board C, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon 
causes the developed stator flux to also collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also 
dropping to zero as depicted in Figure 5-15(a) and Figure 5-15(b) respectively [62]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 16.37 s as depicted in Figure 5-15(a), current 
increases to a peak of 9.053 p.u. at time t = 16.38 s as a result of motor shaft speed having 
been reduced to much lower speed of 0.8845 p.u. for the induced draught fan in particular.  
The speed reduction result in an increase in slip which causes the rotor circuit resistance to 
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decrease [62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop torque with a peak of 
4.256 p.u. at time t = 16.7 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach a full speed of 0.9975 p.u. 
as it was before the loss of power on service medium voltage board C [28]. The magnitude 
of the peak torque at time t = 16.38 s is as a result of system natural frequency with which 
the load torque oscillates upon the loss of power to the machine, depending on the angular 
position of the mechanical system when the alternate source is connected; higher 
electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques initially act against each 
other [29]. The peak torque is also dependent on the magnitude and phase angle of the bus 
residual voltage [11].  
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.47o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board C, and slips 4 cycles during the time 
when the machine is not connected to any power supply as depicted on Figure 5-15(c). The 
loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapse in stator flux following stator current 
dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62]. However when the 
machine is reconnected after the residual voltage has dropped by 79.63%, phase change of 
about 180o is notable; indicating 180o shaft twist as it develops torque and accelerates the 
shaft speed following the much reduced speed of 88.45%  [62].  Both stator and rotor fluxes 
synchronise with 94.52o phase angle difference soon after the load has been transferred to the 
alternate service medium voltage board D. 
5.6.2 Case study 2: Transfer of left hand forced draught and primary air fans  
The power supply configuration and associated transfer system as is modelled in Simulink to 
simulate the performance of the three bus transfer schemes during transfer of both forced and 
primary air fan motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage 
board B when power supply is lost on service medium voltage board A is depicted in Figure 
5-9. The loss of power on service medium voltage board A is assumed to have been as a 
result of an inter-tripping signal received from an upstream protection scheme following a 
transformer fault picked up by a differential protection relay element device number 87 [82]. 
Tripping of both upstream and downstream ensures that the transformer is isolated from the 
system [15]. The bus transfer scheme objective is therefore to transfer both forced draught 
and primary air fan motors to an alternate service medium voltage board B that is supplied 
from main source ‘B’ to maintain process continuity by keeping both the forced draught and 
primary air fan motors running.  
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5.6.2.1 Fast bus transfer simulation results 
Main sources ‘A’ and ‘B’ are in synchronism before power is lost on service medium voltage 
board A; ‘A’ main breaker is initially closed at the beginning of the simulation, tie breaker is 
open, and ‘B’ main breaker is closed and supplying service medium voltage board B. The 
simulation is started a time t = 0 s when the motors are powered up with their shafts coupled 
to their respective loads. The motors are continuously loaded in proportion to the square of 
their shaft speeds as their speeds increase, until their respective torques reach 0.8 p.u. and 
their respective full speeds. An inter-tripping signal from upstream protection scheme is 
received at time t = 15 s when the motors are already running at their respective full speeds, 
initiating the fast bus transfer scheme to supervise the transfer of both the forced draught and 
primary air fan motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage 
board B through the tie-breaker; all other motors on service medium voltage board A are 
shed-off when power is lost. Shed-off motors are restored manually by the unit operator. 
Table 5-1 in subsection 5.6.1.1 presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
Focus is put on analysing the response of the busbar voltage and busbar phase angle. 
Furthermore, shaft speed, stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle of the 
primary air fan is analysed during the transfer process. The primary air fan is selected for 
analysis because of it being the largest motor amongst the group of motors being transferred 
to the alternate service medium voltage board B. 
5.6.2.1(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-16 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and primary air fan 
shaft speed during the fast bus transfer of forced draught and primary air fan motors from 
service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage board B through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-16: Busbar voltage, bus phase angle and primary air fan motor speed response during a fast bus 
transfer of forced draught and primary air fan motors to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board A drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.8909 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s as depicted in Figure 5-16(a). The 
existence of decaying bus voltage on service medium voltage board A is again as a result of 
the connected primary air fan motor momentarily operating as an induction generator with 
trapped residual flux that is driven by the primary air fan load inertia, and supplying the 
forced draught fan motor [32]. The initial volt drop to 0.938 p.u. at time t = 15 s is as a  
result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, thereafter the 
residual bus voltage decays according to the machine open circuit time constant as the 
trapped flux in the machine decays even further [25][59]. The transfer is successfully 
executed in 70 ms (3.5 cycles) upon the loss of power measured from time t = 15 s to time t 
= 15.07 s when voltage is restored on service medium voltage board A, which is according to 
the acceptable transfer time of fast transfer scheme [28][60]. The voltage recovers to 0.9981 
p.u. at time t = 15.07 s as a result of system impedance from main source ‘B’ and the added 
load on service medium voltage board B. 
The voltage phase angle between service medium voltage board A and service medium 
voltage board B is observed to increase from 0o when the power to the machine is lost at time 
t = 15 s to 8.725o at time t = 15.07 s when power to service medium voltage board A is 
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restored as depicted in Figure 5-16(b). The sudden increase in relative phase angle between 
service medium voltage board A and service medium voltage board B is also as a result of 
the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, which causes the 
machine impedance to change as the machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 2.423o 
relative phase change at time t = 15 s as depicted in Figure 5-16(b) [60]. Further increase in 
relative phase difference is observed as the machines lose speed. Figure 5-16(c) depicts the 
shaft speed, which is easily restored to full speed after dropping to 0.9929 p.u. at time t = 
15.07 s due to the high load inertia constant of the system, and the high-speed transfer of the 
motor bus to a healthy alternate main source ‘B’ through service medium voltage board B 
[61]. 
5.6.2.1(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle 
Figure 5-17 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle of primary air fan motor during the fast bus transfer process of both forced draught and 
primary air  motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage board 
B through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-17: Primary air fan stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response during 
fast bus transfer of forced draught and primary air fan motors to service medium voltage board B 
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Stator current drops to 0 p.u. when the main source ‘A’ power supply is disconnected, 
following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the developed stator 
flux to collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also dropping to zero as depicted in 
Figure 5-17(a) and Figure 5-17(b) respectively at time t = 15 s [62]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.07 s as depicted in Figure 5-17(a), current 
increases to a peak of 1.408 p.u. at time t = 15.08 s as a result of the reduced motor shaft 
speed of 0.9929 p.u.; resulting in an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to 
decrease [62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop a peak torque of 3.965 
p.u. at time t = 15.08 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9968 p.u. speed as it was 
before the loss of power on service medium voltage board A. The magnitude of the peak 
torque at time t = 15.07s is as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque 
oscillates upon the loss of power to the machine, depending on the angular position of the 
shaft when the alternate source is connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is 
produced when the two torques initially act against each other [29].  
The residual rotor flux momentarily losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was 
lagging 92.89o before power was lost on service medium voltage board A at time t = 14.9 s 
as depicted in Figure 5-17(c). The flux angle increased to 99.28o at time t = 15.07 s as 
depicted in Figure 5-17(c). The loss of synchronism is as a result of collapse in stator flux 
upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62]. However, the machine develops torque 
and accelerates following the slight reduction in speed [62], both stator and rotor fluxes 
synchronise and maintain 93.92o between them soon after the load bus has been transferred 
to the alternate service medium voltage board B through the tie breaker, ensuring that the 
machine remain stable to support process continuity. 
5.6.2.2 In-phase bus transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast bus transfer scheme presented in subsection 
5.6.1.1 is used to simulate in-phase bus transfer of both the forced draught and primary air 
fan motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage board B. Table 
5-2 in subsection 5.6.1.2 presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
5.6.2.2(a) Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-18 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and primary air fan 
shaft speed during in-phase bus transfer of both the forced draught and primary air fan 
motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage board B through 
the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-18: Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and primary air fan speed response during in-phase bus 
transfer of forced draught and primary air fan motors to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board A drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.5111 p.u. at time t = 15.63 s as depicted in Figure 5-18(a). The 
existence of bus decaying voltage on the service medium voltage board A is as a result of the 
connected forced draught and primary air fan motors. The primary air fan motor 
momentarily operate as an induction generator with trapped residual flux that is driven by 
the primary air fan load inertia, supplying the forced draught fan motor because of its size 
relative to the forced draught fan. The initial volt drop to 0.9448 p.u. at time t = 15 s is as a  
result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, thereafter the 
residual bus voltage decays according to the open circuit time constant of the machines as 
the trapped flux decays [25][59]. The transfer is successfully executed in 630 ms (31.5 
cycles) upon the loss of power supply measured from time t = 15 s to time t = 15.63 s when 
voltage is restored on service medium voltage board A through the tie breaker, which is 
according to the acceptable transfer time of in-phase bus transfer scheme [28][60]. The 
voltage initially recovers to 0.9462 p.u. at time t = 15.63 s as a result of system impedance 
from main source ‘B’ and the added load, but ultimately recovers to 0.9901 p.u. at time t = 
15.98 s when the primary air fan motor reaches full speed at time t = 16.2 s. 
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Relative phase angle between service medium voltage board A and service medium voltage 
board B increases as an indication of loss of synchronism between service medium voltage 
board A and service medium voltage board B. The phasor slips one full cycle of 360o 
according to in-phase bus transfer method during the time when service medium voltage 
board A is not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 5- 18(b).  
The sudden increase in relative phase angle between service medium voltage board A and 
service medium voltage board B at time t = 15 s is again as a result of the reversal of the 
voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, which causes the machine impedance to 
change as the machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 2.97o relative phase change as 
depicted in Figure 5-18(b) [60]. Further increase in relative phase difference is observed as 
the machine losses speed. Figure 5-18(c) depicts the shaft speed, which is maintained above 
0.9439 p.u. at time t = 15.65 s due to high load inertia and the relative high-speed transfer of 
the motor bus to a healthy alternate service medium voltage board B through the tie breaker 
[61]. The speed stabilises at 0.9967 p.u. at time t = 16.2 s. 
5.6.2.2(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-19 depicts the response of primary air fan stator current, electromagnetic torque and 
rotor flux angle during an in-phase bus transfer of both forced draught and primary air fan 
motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage board B through 
the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-19: Primary air fan motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
during an in-phase bus transfer of induced draught fan motor to service medium voltage board B 
Stator current momentarily stops flowing at time t = 15 s when the main source ‘A’ power 
supply is disconnected, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes 
the developed stator flux to collapse, which results in electromagnetic torque also dropping 
to zero as depicted in Figure 5-19(a) and Figure 5-19(b) respectively at time t = 15 s [62], 
after which the stator current begins to increase and reaches a peak of 0.6445 p.u. at time t = 
15.48 s, while negative electromagnetic torque of 0.8508 p.u. develops on the motor, this 
phenomenon demonstrates the induction generating mode of the primary air fan motor 
driven by its load inertia [32]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.63 s, current increases to a peak of 3.398 p.u. at 
time t = 15.73 s depicted in Figure 5-19(b). The reduced motor shaft speed of 0.9439 p.u. 
leads to an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to decrease [62]. The 
increase in current causes the motor to develop torque with a peak of 7.257 p.u. at time t = 
15.7 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9967 p.u. full speed as it was before the loss 
of power on service medium voltage board A. The magnitude of the initial peak torque at 
time t = 15.63 s is as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque 
oscillates upon loss of power to the machine, depending on its angular position when the 
alternate source is connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the 
two torques initially act against each other [29].  
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The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 92.89o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board A, and slip by 360o during the time 
when the machine is not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 5-19(c). The 
loss of synchronism is as a result of collapsed stator flux following stator current 
momentarily dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62]. The 
machine develops torque and accelerates soon after it has been transferred to the alternate 
supply [62]. The stator and rotor fluxes synchronise with 93.69o phase difference soon after 
both forced draught and primary air fan motors have been transferred to the alternate supply 
through service medium voltage board B; ensuring that the machine remain stable to support 
process continuity. 
5.6.2.3 Residual bus voltage transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast bus transfer scheme presented in subsection 
5.6.1.1 is used to simulate in-phase bus transfer of the forced draught and primary air fan 
motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage board B. Table 5-3 
in subsection 5.6.1.3 presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
5.6.2.3(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-20 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed of the 
primary air fan motor during a residual bus voltage transfer of both the forced draught and 
primary air fan motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage 
board B through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-20: Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and speed response during residual bus voltage transfer 
of both forced draught and primary air fan motors to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board A decays from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is disconnected on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping 
signal on the ‘A’ main breaker to 0.2361 p.u. at time t = 16.12 s; as depicted in Figure 5-
20(a) according to the set point in Table 5-3. The existence of decaying bus voltage on 
service medium voltage board A is as a result of the connected forced draught and primary 
air fan motors. The primary air fan motor momentarily operate as an induction generator 
with trapped residual flux that is driven by the primary air fan load inertia, and supply the 
forced draught fan motor because of its size relative to the forced draught fan motor. The 
initial volt drop to 0.9478 p.u. at time t = 15.01 s is as a result of the reversal of the voltage 
across the motor stator leakage inductance as in the case of fast and in-phase transfer 
processes, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the machine open circuit 
time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59].  The transfer is 
successfully executed in 1612 ms (80.6 cycles) upon the loss of power supply, which is 
according to the acceptable transfer time of residual bus voltage transfer scheme [28][60]. 
The phase angle between service medium voltage board A and service medium voltage B  
slips 3 times between 0o and 360o from the time when the power to the machine is lost at 
time t = 15 s according to the residual bus voltage transfer method as depicted in Figure 5-
20(b) [60]. Figure 5-20(c) depicts the shaft speed, which dropped to 0.9039 p.u. at time t = 
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16.2 s as the kinetic energy of the fan reduced even more compared to both fast and in-phase 
bus transfer processes; however the speed recovered to full speed after slightly overshooting 
once the transfer process was completed. 
5.6.2.3(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-21 depicts the response of primary air fan stator current, electromagnetic torque and 
rotor flux angle during residual bus voltage transfer of both forced draught and primary air 
fan motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium voltage board B 
through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-21: Primary air fan motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
on residual bus voltage transfer of forced draught and primary air fan motors to service medium voltage 
board B 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. at time t = 15 s when power supply is disconnected on service 
medium voltage board A, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon 
causes the developed stator flux to also collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque 
dropping to zero as depicted in Figure 5-21(a) and Figure 5-21(b) respectively [62], after 
which the stator current begins to increase and reaches a peak of 0.6412 p.u. at time t = 15.48 
s, while negative electromagnetic torque of 0.8518 p.u. develops on the motor, this 
phenomenon demonstrates once more, the induction generating mode of the primary air fan 
motor driven by its load inertia [32]. Both the forced draught and primary air fan motors 
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subsequently exchange energy till time t = 16.19 s when the tie breaker closes as depicted in 
Figure 5-21, current increases to a peak of 6.56 p.u. at time t = 16.21 s as a result of motor 
shaft speed having been reduced to a much lower speed of 0.9039 p.u. 
The much reduced speed results in an increase in slip which causes the rotor circuit 
resistance to decrease [62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop a peak torque 
of 7.062 p.u. at time t = 16.3 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach full speed. Figure 5-
21(c) depicts the speed response of the primary air fan reaching full speed of 0.9975 p.u. at 
time t = 16.98 s as it was before the loss of power on service medium voltage board A [28]. 
The peak torque at time t = 16.2 s depicted in Figure 5-21(b) is as a result of system natural 
frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon the loss of power to the machine, 
depending on the angular position of the mechanical system when the alternate source is 
connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques 
initially act against each other [29]. The peak torque is also dependent on the magnitude and 
phase angle of the bus residual voltage [11].  
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 92.89o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board A, and slips 3 cycles during the time 
when the machine is not connected to any power supply as depicted on Figure 5-21(c). The 
loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapsed stator flux following stator current 
dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62]. However when the 
machine is reconnected after the residual voltage has dropped to 23.61%, phase change of 
about 180o is notable as depicted in Figure 5-21(c); indicating 180o shaft twist as it develops 
torque and accelerates the shaft speed following the reduced speed of 90.39% [62].  Both 
stator and rotor fluxes synchronise with 94.29o phase difference soon after the load has been 
transferred to the alternate service medium voltage board B. 
5.6.3 Case study 3: Transfer of left hand forced and induced draught fans  
In order to ensure boiler furnace draught pressure stability during the transfer of induced 
draught fan motor when its power is interrupted, the corresponding forced draught fan power 
supply should be disconnected momentarily at the same time when the induced draught fan 
motor is not connected to any power supply; and reconnected simultaneously when the 
induced draught is connected to the alternate power supply [35][36][38]. Reconfiguring the 
loads in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 to the configuration in Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 
respectively achieves the objective, ensuring that failure of reticulation upstream equipment 
result in loss of power supply to both induced and forced draught fans to prevent draught 
pressure instability in the boiler furnace; after which both fans can be transferred 
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simultaneously to an alternate healthy power supply within 3 s before under voltage 
protection timeout [80]. This case study therefore assesses the feasibility of transferring both 
induced and forced draught fans to an alternate power supply on loss of main power supply.  
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Figure 5-22: Proposed service medium voltage boards A and B load configuration 
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Figure 5-23: Proposed service medium voltage boards C and D load configuration 
The power supply configuration and associated transfer system as is modelled in simulink to 
simulate the performance of the three bus transfer schemes during transfer of both forced and 
induced draught fan loads from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage 
board D when power supply is lost on service medium voltage board C is depicted in Figure 
5-23. Once more, the loss of power on service medium voltage board C is assumed to have 
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been as a result of an inter-tripping signal received from an upstream protection scheme 
following a transformer fault picked up by a differential protection relay element device 
number 87 [82]. Tripping of both upstream and downstream ensures that the transformer is 
isolated from the system [15]. The bus transfer scheme objective is therefore to transfer both 
forced and induced draught fan motors to an alternate service medium voltage board D that 
is supplied from main source ‘B’ to maintain process continuity by keeping both the forced 
and induced draught fan motors running.  
5.6.3.1 Fast bus transfer simulation results 
As before, main sources ‘A’ and ‘B’ are in synchronism before power is lost on service 
medium voltage board C; ‘A’ main breaker is initially closed at the beginning of the 
simulation, tie breaker is open, and ‘B’ main breaker is closed, supplying service medium 
voltage board B. The simulation is started a time t = 0 s when the motors are powered up 
with their shafts coupled to their respective loads. The motors are then continuously loaded 
in proportion to the square of their respective shaft speeds, until their respective torques 
reach 0.8 p.u. and their respective full speeds. An inter-tripping signal from upstream 
protection scheme is received at time t = 15 s when the motors are already running at full 
speeds, initiating fast bus transfer scheme to supervise the transfer of both the forced and 
induced draught fan motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage 
board D through the tie-breaker; all other motors on service medium voltage board C are 
shed-off when power is lost. Shed-off motors are restored manually by the unit operator. 
Table 5-1 in subsection 5.6.1.1 presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
Focus is put on analysing the response of the busbar voltage and busbar phase angle. 
Furthermore, shaft speed, stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle of the 
induced draught fan is analysed during the transfer process because of it being the largest 
motor amongst the group of motors being transferred to the alternate service medium voltage 
board D. 
5.6.3.1(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-24 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and induced draught 
fan shaft speed during the fast bus transfer of forced and induced draught fan motors from 
service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-24: Busbar voltage, bus phase angle and induced draught fan motor speed response during a fast 
bus transfer of forced and induced draught fans motors to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.886 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s as depicted in Figure 5-24(a). The 
existence of bus decaying voltage on service medium voltage board C is again as a result of 
the connected induced draught fan motor momentarily operating as an induction generator 
with trapped residual flux that is driven by the fan load inertia, and supplying the forced 
draught fan motor [32]. The initial volt drop to 0.933 p.u. at time t = 15 .01 s is as a  result of 
reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, thereafter the residual bus 
voltage decays according to the machine open circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the 
machine decays even further [25][59]. The transfer is successfully executed in 70 ms (3.5 
cycles) upon the loss of power measured from time t = 15 s to time t = 15.07 s when voltage 
is restored on service medium voltage board C, which is according to the acceptable transfer 
time of fast transfer scheme [28][60]. The voltage recovers to 0.9709 p.u. at time t = 15.08 s 
as a result of system impedance from main source ‘B’ and the added load on service medium 
voltage board D. 
The voltage phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium 
voltage board D is observed to increase from 0o when the power to the machine is lost at 
time t = 15 s to 8.318o at time t = 15.07 s when power to service medium voltage board C is 
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restored as depicted in Figure 5-24(b). The sudden increase in relative phase angle between 
service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage board D is also as a result of 
the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, which causes the 
machine impedance to change as the machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 2.116o 
relative phase change at time t = 15 s as depicted in Figure 5-24(b) [60]. Further increase in 
relative phase difference is observed as the machines lose speed. Figure 5-24(c) depicts the 
shaft speed, which is easily restored to full speed after dropping to 0.9923 p.u. at time t = 
15.07 s due to high load inertia constant, and the high-speed transfer of the motor bus to a 
healthy alternate main source ‘B’ through service medium voltage board D [61]. 
5.6.3.1(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle 
Figure 5-25 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle of induced draught fan motor during the fast bus transfer process of both forced and 
induced draught fan motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage 
board D through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-25: Induced draught fan stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
during fast bus transfer of forced and induced draught fan motors to service medium voltage board B 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. when the main source ‘A’ power supply is disconnected, 
following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the developed stator 
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flux to collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also dropping to zero as depicted in 
Figure 5-25(a) and Figure 5-25(b) at time t = 15 s respectively [62]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.07 s as depicted in Figure 5-25(a), current 
increases to a peak of 1.175 p.u. at time t = 15.1 s as a result of the reduced motor shaft 
speed of 0.9923 p.u.; resulting in an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to 
decrease [62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop a peak torque of 3.289 
p.u. at time t = 15.08 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9974 p.u. speed as it was 
before the loss of power on service medium voltage board C. The magnitude of the peak 
torque at time t = 15.07s is as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque 
oscillates upon the loss of power to the machine, depending on the angular position of the 
shaft when the alternate source is connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is 
produced when the two torques initially act against each other [29].  
The residual rotor flux momentarily losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was 
lagging 93.46o before power was lost on service medium voltage board C at time t = 14.9 s 
as depicted in Figure 5-25(c). The flux angle increased to 100o at time t = 15.09 s as depicted 
in Figure 5-25(c). The loss of synchronism is as a result of collapse in stator flux upon the 
loss of power supply to the machine [62]. However, the machine develops torque and 
accelerates following the slight reduction in speed [62], both stator and rotor fluxes 
synchronise and maintain 95.25o between them soon after the load on the busbar has been 
transferred to the alternate service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker, ensuring 
that the machine remain stable to support process continuity. 
5.6.3.2 In-phase bus transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast bus transfer scheme presented in subsection 
5.6.1.1 is used to simulate in-phase bus transfer of both the forced and induced draught fan 
motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D. Table 5-2 
in subsection 5.6.1.2 presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
5.6.3.2(a) Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-26 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and induced draught 
fan shaft speed during in-phase bus transfer of both the forced and induced draught fan 
motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D through 
the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-26: Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and induced draught fan speed response during in-phase 
bus transfer of forced and induced draught fan motors to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.5226 p.u. at time t = 15.57 s as depicted in Figure 5-26(a). The 
existence of decaying bus voltage on the service medium voltage board C is as a result of the 
connected forced and induced draught fan motors. The induced draught fan motor 
momentarily operate as an induction generator with trapped residual flux that is driven by 
the induced draught fan load inertia, supplying the forced draught fan motor because of its 
relative size to the forced draught fan. The initial volt drop to 0.9294 p.u. at time t = 15.01 s 
is as a  result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, 
thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the open circuit time constant of the 
machines as the trapped flux decays [25][59]. The transfer is successfully executed in 680 
ms (34 cycles) upon the loss of power measured from time t = 15 s to time t = 15.68 s when 
voltage is restored on service medium voltage board C through the tie breaker, which is 
according to the acceptable transfer time of in-phase bus transfer scheme [28][60]. The 
voltage initially recovers to 0.9188 p.u. at time t = 15.68 s as a result of system impedance 
from main source ‘B’ and the added load, but finally recovers to 0.9722 p.u. at time t = 16.2 
s when the motor reaches full speed. 
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Relative phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage 
board D increases as an indication of loss of synchronism between service medium voltage 
board A and service medium voltage board D. The phasor slips one full cycle of 360o 
according to in-phase bus transfer method during the time when service medium voltage 
board C is not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 5-26(b).  
The sudden increase in relative phase angle between service medium voltage board C and 
service medium voltage board D at time t = 15 s is again as a result of the reversal of the 
voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, which causes the machine impedance to 
change as the machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 2.56o relative phase change as 
depicted in Figure 5-26(b) [60]. Further increase in relative phase difference is observed as 
the machine losses speed. Figure 5-26(c) depicts the shaft speed, which is maintained above 
0.9432 p.u. at time t = 15.68 s due to high load inertia and the relative high-speed transfer of 
the motor bus to a healthy alternate service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker 
[61]. The speed stabilises at 0.9974 p.u. at time t = 16.6 s. 
5.6.3.2(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-27 depicts the response of induced draught fan stator current, electromagnetic 
torque and rotor flux angle during an in-phase bus transfer of both forced and induced 
draught fan motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board 
D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-27: Induced draught fan motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle 
response during an in-phase bus transfer of induced draught fan motor to service medium voltage board B 
Stator current momentarily stops flowing at time t = 15 s when the main source ‘A’ power 
supply is disconnected, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes 
the developed stator flux to collapse, which results in electromagnetic torque also dropping 
to zero as depicted in Figure 5-27(a) and Figure 5-27 (b) respectively at time t = 15 s [62], 
after which the stator current begins to increase and reaches a peak of 0.2103 p.u. at time t = 
15.4 s, while negative electromagnetic torque of 0.2894 p.u. develops on the motor, this 
phenomenon demonstrates the induction generating mode of the induced draught fan motor 
driven by its load inertia [32]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.68 s, current increases to a peak of 3.281 p.u. at 
time t = 15.78 s depicted in Figure 5-27(a). The reduced motor shaft speed of 0.9432 p.u. 
leads to an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to decrease [62]. The 
increase in current causes the motor to develop torque with a peak of 6.195 p.u. at time t = 
15.78 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9974 p.u. full speed as it was before the loss 
of power on service medium voltage board C. The magnitude of the initial peak torque at 
time t = 15.68 s is as a result of system natural frequency with which the load torque 
oscillates upon loss of power to the machine, depending on its angular position when the 
alternate source is connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the 
two torques initially act against each other [29].  
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The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.46o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board C, and slip by 360o during the time 
when the machine is not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 5-27(c). The 
loss of synchronism is as a result of collapsed stator flux following stator current 
momentarily dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62]. The 
machine develops torque and accelerates soon after it has been transferred to the alternate 
supply [62]. The stator and rotor fluxes synchronise with 94.96o phase difference soon after 
both forced and induced draught fan motors have been transferred to the alternate supply 
through service medium voltage board D; ensuring that the machine remain stable to support 
process continuity. 
5.6.3.3 Residual bus voltage transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast bus transfer scheme presented in subsection 
5.6.1.1 is used to simulate residual voltage bus transfer of the forced and induced draught fan 
motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D. Table 5-3 
in subsection 5.6.1.3 presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
5.6.3.3(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-28 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed of the 
induced draught fan motor during a residual voltage bus transfer of both the forced and 
induced draught fan motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage 
board D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-28: Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and speed response during residual bus voltage transfer 
of both forced and induced draught fan motors to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C decays from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is disconnected on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping 
signal on the ‘A’ main breaker to 0.2346 p.u. at time t = 16.46 s; as depicted in Figure 5-
28(a) according to the set point in Table 5-3. The existence of bus decaying voltage on 
service medium voltage board C is again as a result of the forced and induced draught fan 
motors connected on the board. The induced fan motor momentarily operate as an induction 
generator with trapped residual flux that is driven by the induced draught fan load inertia, 
and supply the forced draught fan motor because of its relative size to the forced draught fan. 
The initial volt drop to 0.9294 p.u. at time t = 15.01 s is also as a result of the reversal of the 
voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance as in the case of fast and in-phase bus 
transfer schemes, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the machine open 
circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59].  The transfer is 
successfully executed in 1646 ms (82.3 cycles) upon the loss of power, which is according to 
the acceptable transfer time of residual bus voltage transfer scheme [28][60]. 
The phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage D  
slips 4 times between 0o and 360o from the time when the power to the machine is lost at 
time t = 15 s according to the residual bus voltage transfer method as depicted in Figure 5-
28(b) [60]. Figure 5-28(c) depicts the shaft speed, which dropped to 0.8907 p.u. at time t = 
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16.46 s as the kinetic energy on the fan load reduced even more compared to both fast and 
in-phase bus transfer processes; however the speed recovered to full speed after slightly 
overshooting once the transfer process was completed. 
5.6.3.3(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-29 depicts the response of induced draught fan stator current, electromagnetic 
torque and rotor flux angle during residual bus voltage transfer of both forced and induced 
draught fan motors from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board 
D through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-29: Induced draught fan motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle 
response on residual bus voltage transfer of forced and induced draught fan motors to service medium 
voltage board B 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. at time t = 15 s when power supply is disconnected on service 
medium voltage board C, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon 
causes the developed stator flux to also collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque 
dropping to zero as depicted in Figure 5-29(a) and Figure 5-29(b) respectively [62], after 
which the stator current begins to increase and reaches a peak of 0.194 p.u. at time t = 15.5 s, 
while negative electromagnetic torque of 0.2924 p.u. develops on the motor, this 
phenomenon demonstrates the induction generating mode of the induced draught fan motor 
driven by its load inertia [32]. Both the forced and induced draught fan motors subsequently 
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exchange energy till time t = 16.46 s when the tie breaker closes as depicted in Figure 5-
29(a), current increases to a peak of 5.458 p.u. at time t = 16.48 s as a result of motor shaft 
speed having been reduced to a much lower speed of 0.8907 p.u.  
The much reduced speed results in an increase in slip which causes the rotor circuit 
resistance to decrease [62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop a peak torque 
of 4.064 p.u. at time t = 16.73 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach full speed. Figure 5-
28(c) depicts the speed response of the induced draught fan reaching full speed of 0.9975 
p.u. at time t = 17.51 s as it was before the loss of power on service medium voltage board C 
[28]. The peak torque at time t = 16.48 s depicted in Figure 5-29(b) is as a result of system 
natural frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon loss of power to the machine, 
depending on the angular position of the mechanical system when the alternate source is 
connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques 
initially act against each other [29]. The peak torque is also dependent on the magnitude and 
phase angle of the bus residual voltage [11].  
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.46o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board C, and slips 4 cycles during the time 
when the machine is not connected to any power supply as depicted on Figure 5-29(c). The 
loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapsed stator flux following stator current 
dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62]. However when the 
machine is reconnected after the residual voltage has dropped to 23.46%, phase angle change 
of about 180o is notable as depicted in Figure 5-29(c); indicating 180o shaft twist as it 
develops torque and accelerates the shaft speed following the reduced speed of 89.07% [62].  
Both stator and rotor fluxes synchronise with 95.04o phase difference soon after the load has 
been transferred to the alternate service medium voltage board D. 
5.6.4 Case study 4: Transfer of service medium voltage board C load to service 
medium voltage board D 
Power supply configuration and associated transfer system depicted in Figure 5-9 is 
modelled in Simulink in order to simulate the bus transfer scheme performance during 
transfer of all existing service medium voltage board C load to service medium voltage 
board D when power supply is lost on service medium voltage board C. This case study is 
considered to be the worst case since service medium voltage board D has the least fault 
level of the four service medium voltage boards A, B, C and D. Furthermore the induced 
draught fan motor is the only drive from service medium voltage board C that should be 
immediately transferred in order to support boiler stability when the board lose power, and 
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not the entire board; provided draught pressure remain stable [7][75][76].  Therefore this 
case study is only simulated to evaluate the performance of the three bus transfer schemes 
when the board is heavily loaded and the capability of the reticulation system to accelerate 
multiple motors simultaneously.  
As in the previous case studies, the loss of power on service medium voltage board C is 
assumed to have been as a result of an inter-tripping signal received from an upstream 
protection scheme following a transformer fault picked up by a differential protection relay 
element device number 87 [82], where tripping of both upstream and downstream ensures 
that the transformer is isolated from the system [15]. The bus transfer scheme objective is 
therefore to transfer the entire load on service medium voltage board C to an alternate 
service medium voltage board D that is supplied from main source ‘B’ to maintain process 
continuity by keeping all drives on both service medium voltage boards C and D powered up 
as depicted in Figure 5-9.  
5.6.4.1 Fast bus transfer simulation results 
Main source ‘A’ and ‘B’ are in synchronism before power is lost on service medium voltage 
board C; ‘A’ main breaker is initially closed at the beginning of the simulation, tie breaker is 
open, and ‘B’ main breaker is closed and supplying service medium voltage board D. The 
simulation is started a time t = 0 s when the motors are powered up with their shafts coupled 
to their respective loads. Motors are loaded until their torques reach 0.8 p.u. respectively. An 
inter-tripping signal from upstream protection scheme is received at time t = 15 s when the 
motors are already running at their respective full speeds, initiating the fast bus transfer 
scheme to supervise the transfer of the entire service medium voltage board C load to service 
medium voltage board D through the tie-breaker. Table 5-1 in subsection 5.6.1.1 presents the 
applicable bus transfer settings. Once more, focus is put on analysing the response of the 
busbar voltage and busbar phase angle; and shaft speed, stator current, electromagnetic 
torque and rotor flux angle of the induced draught fan motor.  
5.6.4.1(a) Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and induced draught fan shaft speed 
response 
Figure 5-30 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and induced draught 
fan shaft speed during the fast bus transfer of service medium voltage board C motors to 
service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-30: Busbar voltage, bus phase angle and induced draught fan motor speed response during a fast 
bus transfer of all service medium voltage board C motors to service medium voltage board D 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.8433 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s as depicted in Figure 5-30(a). The 
existence of bus decaying voltage on service medium voltage board C is again as a result of 
the connected motors, in particular the induced draught fan motor which momentarily 
operate as an induction generator with trapped residual flux that is driven by the induced 
draught fan load inertia, supplying the rest of the motors on the board [32]. The initial volt 
drop to 0.9124 p.u. at time t = 15 s is as a  result of the reversal of the voltage across the 
motor stator leakage inductance, thereafter the residual bus voltage decays according to the 
machine open circuit time constant as the trapped flux in the machine decays [25][59]. The 
transfer is successfully executed in 70 ms (3.5 cycles) upon the loss of power supply 
measured from time t = 15 s to time t = 15.07 s when voltage is restored on service medium 
voltage board C, which is according to the acceptable transfer time of fast transfer scheme 
[28][60]. The voltage initially recovers to 0.9650 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s as a result of system 
impedance from main source ‘B’ coupled with reaccelerating motors. Busbar voltage 
continues to recover until it reaches 0.9671 p.u. at time t = 15.5 s, which is relatively lower 
than the voltage level prior to the transfer because of the increased load on the board. 
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The voltage phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium 
voltage board D is observed to increase from 0o when the power to the machine is lost at 
time t = 15 s to 13.6o at time t = 15.07 s when power to service medium voltage board C is 
restored as depicted in Figure 5-30(b). The sudden increase in relative phase angle between 
service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage board D at time t = 15 s is also 
as a result of the reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, which 
causes the machine impedance to change as the machine slip changes; resulting in a sudden 
2.64o relative phase change as depicted in Figure 5-30(b) [60]. Further increase in relative 
phase difference is observed as the machines lose speed. Figure 5-30(c) depicts the shaft 
speed, which is easily restored to full speed after dropping to 0.990 p.u. at time t = 15.07 s 
due to high load inertia constant, and the high-speed transfer of the motor bus to a healthy 
alternate main source ‘B’ through service medium voltage board D [61]. 
5.6.4.1(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle 
Figure 5-31 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle of the induced draught fan during the transfer of service medium voltage board C 
motors to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-31: Induced draught motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
during fast bus transfer of all service medium voltage board C motors to service medium voltage board D 
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Stator current drops to 0 p.u. when the main source ‘A’ power supply is disconnected, 
following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes the stator flux to 
collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also dropping to zero as depicted in Figure 
5-31(a) and Figure 5-31(b) respectively at time t = 15 s [62], after which the stator current 
begins to increase to 0.2432 p.u. peak at time t = 15.07 s, while negative electromagnetic 
torque of 0.4558 p.u. develops on the motor, this phenomenon demonstrates the induction 
generating mode of the induced draught fan motor driven by its load inertia [32]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.07 s, the reduced motor shaft speed of 0.99 p.u. 
causes current to increase to a peak of 1.576 p.u. at time t = 15.08 s as depicted in Figure 5-
30(c) and Figure 5-31(a) respectively; resulting in an increase in slip that causes the rotor 
circuit resistance to decrease [62]. The increase in current causes the motor to develop a peak 
torque of 3.965 at time t = 15.08 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9975 p.u. full 
speed as it was before the loss of power on service medium voltage board C. The magnitude 
of the peak torque at time t = 15.08 s is as a result of system natural frequency with which 
the load torque oscillates upon the loss of power to the machine, depending on angular 
position of the shaft when the alternate source is connected; higher electromagnetic torque 
magnitude is produced when the two torques initially act against each other [29].  
The residual rotor flux momentarily losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was 
lagging 93.45o before power was lost on service medium voltage board C at time t = 14.9 s 
as depicted in Figure 5-31(c), the flux angle increased to 102.5o at time t = 15.09 s. The loss 
of synchronism is as a result of stator flux collapsing upon the loss of power supply on the 
machine [62]. However, the machine develops torque and accelerates following the slight 
reduction in speed [62], both stator and rotor fluxes synchronise and maintain 95.07o 
between them soon after the load bus has been transferred to the alternate service medium 
voltage board D through the tie breaker, ensuring that the machine(s) remain stable to 
support process continuity; provided stable draught pressure is maintained during the transfer 
process. 
5.6.4.2 In-phase bus transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast bus transfer scheme presented in subsection 
5.6.1.1 is used again to simulate in-phase bus transfer of service medium voltage board C 
motors to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. Table 5-2 in subsection 
5.6.1.2 presents the applicable bus transfer settings. 
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5.6.4.2(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-32 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and induced draught 
fan shaft speed during in-phase bus transfer of all motors on service medium voltage board C 
to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
 
Figure 5-32: Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and induced draught fan motor speed response during an 
in-phase bus transfer of service medium voltage board C motors to service medium voltage board D 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C drops from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is lost on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping signal on the 
‘A’ main breaker to 0.4707 p.u. at time t = 15.52 s as depicted in Figure 5-32(a). The 
existence of decaying bus voltage on service medium voltage board C is again as a result of 
the connected motors on the board, in particular the induced draught fan motor which 
momentarily operate as an induction generator with trapped residual flux that is driven by 
the fan load inertia, and supply the rest of the motors because of its relative size being the 
largest on the board. The initial volt drop to 0.9138 p.u. at time t = 15 s is as a  result of the 
reversal of the voltage across the motor stator leakage inductance, thereafter the residual bus 
voltage decays according to the open circuit time constant of the machine as the trapped flux 
decays further [25][59]. The transfer is successfully executed in 520 ms (26 cycles) upon the 
loss of power measured from time t = 15 s to time t = 15.52 s when voltage is restored on 
service medium voltage board C, which is according to the acceptable transfer time of in-
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phase bus transfer scheme [28][60]. The voltage initially recovers to 0.9099 p.u. at time t = 
15.88 s as a result of system impedance from main source ‘B’ and the added load on service 
medium voltage board D, but finally recovers to 0.963 p.u. at time t = 16.4 s when the 
induced draught fan motor reaches 0.9971 p.u. speed at time t =  16.4 s. 
Relative phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage 
board D increases as an indication of loss of synchronism between service medium voltage 
board C and service medium voltage board D. The phasor slips one full cycle of 360o 
according to in-phase bus transfer method during the time when service medium voltage 
board C is not connected to any power supply as depicted in Figure 5-32(b).  
The sudden increase in relative phase angle between service medium voltage board C and 
service medium voltage board D is again as a result of the reversal of the voltage across the 
motor stator leakage inductance, which causes the machine impedance to change as the 
machine slip changes, resulting in a sudden 2.707o relative phase change at time t = 15 s as 
depicted in Figure 5-32(b) [60]. Further increase in relative phase difference is observed as 
the machine losses speed. Figure 5-32(c) depicts the shaft speed, which is maintained above 
0.9329 p.u. at time t = 15.53 s due to high load inertia and the relative high-speed transfer of 
the motor bus to a healthy alternate service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker 
[61]. The speed stabilises at 0.9971 p.u. at time t = 16.4 s. 
5.6.4.2(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-33 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle during an in-phase bus transfer of service medium voltage board C motors to service 
medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-33: Induced draught fan motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle 
response during an in-phase bus transfer of all service medium voltage board C motors to service medium 
voltage board D 
Stator current momentarily stops flowing at time t = 15 s when the main source ‘A’ power 
supply is disconnected, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon causes 
the developed stator flux to collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also dropping to 
zero as depicted in Figure 5-33(a) and Figure 5-33(b) respectively at time t = 15 s [62], after 
which the stator current begins to increase and reaches a peak of 0.6197 p.u. at time t = 15.4 
s, while negative electromagnetic torque of 0.8649 p.u. develops on the motor, this 
phenomenon demonstrates the induction generating mode of the induced draught fan motor 
driven by its load inertia [32]. 
When the tie breaker closes at time t = 15.52 s, current increases to a peak of 3.957 p.u. at 
time t = 15.63 s as depicted in Figure 5-33(a). The reduced motor shaft speed of 0.9329 p.u. 
leads to an increase in slip that causes the rotor circuit resistance to decrease [62]. The 
increase in current causes the motor to develop a peak torque of 6.761 p.u. at time t = 15.59 s 
and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9971 p.u. speed as it was before the loss of power 
on service medium voltage board C. The magnitude of the initial peak torque is as a result of 
system natural frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon the loss of power to the 
machine, depending on its angular position when the alternate source is connected; higher 
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electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques initially act against each 
other [29].  
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.45o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board C, and slip by 360o during the time 
when service medium voltage board C is not connected to any power supply as depicted in 
Figure 5-33(c). The loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapse in stator flux following 
stator current momentarily dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine 
[62]. The machine develops torque and accelerates soon after it has been transferred to the 
alternate supply together with the rest of motors [62]. The stator and rotor fluxes synchronise 
with 94.97o phase difference soon after service medium voltage board C motors have been 
transferred to the alternate supply through service medium voltage board D; ensuring that the 
machine remain stable to support process continuity. 
5.6.4.3 Residual bus voltage transfer simulation results 
Simulation setup and configuration for the fast bus transfer scheme presented in subsection 
5.6.1.1 is used to simulate residual voltage bus transfer of service medium voltage board C 
motors to service medium voltage board D. Table 5-3 in subsection 5.6.1.3 presents the 
applicable bus transfer settings. 
5.6.4.3(a) Voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed response 
Figure 5-34 depicts the response of busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and shaft speed of the 
induced draught fan motor during a residual bus voltage transfer of all motors on service 
medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker. 
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Figure 5-34: Busbar voltage, busbar phase angle and speed response during residual bus voltage transfer 
service medium voltage board C motors to service medium voltage board D 
The magnitude of voltage on service medium voltage board C decays from 1 p.u. from time t 
= 15 s when power is disconnected on the board following a receipt of an inter-tripping 
signal on the ‘A’ main breaker to 0.25 p.u. at time t = 15.84 s; as depicted in Figure 5-34(a) 
according to the set point in Table 5-3. The existence of decaying bus voltage on service 
medium voltage board C is again as a result of the connected motors, in particular the 
induced draught fan motor which momentarily operate as an induction generator with 
trapped residual flux that is driven by the fan load inertia; and supplying the rest of the 
motors because of its large size relative to the rest of the motors on the board. The initial volt 
drop to 0.9177 p.u. at time t = 15 s is also as a result of the reversal of the voltage across the 
motor stator leakage inductance as in the case fast and in-phase transfer schemes, thereafter 
the residual bus voltage decays according to the machine open circuit time constant as the 
trapped flux in the machine decays further [25][59].  The transfer is successfully executed in 
840 ms (42 cycles) upon the loss of power supply, which is in line with the acceptable 
transfer time of residual bus voltage transfer scheme [28][60]. 
The phase angle between service medium voltage board C and service medium voltage  
board D  slips 2 times between 0o and 360o from the time when the power to the machine is 
lost at time t = 15 s according to the residual bus voltage transfer method as depicted in 
Figure 5-34(b) [60]. Figure 5-34(c) depicts the shaft speed, which dropped to 0.8911 p.u. at 
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time t = 15.9 s as the kinetic energy on the fan load reduced even more compared to both fast 
and in-phase bus transfer cases; however the speed recovered to full speed after slightly 
overshooting once the transfer process was completed. 
5.6.4.3(b) Stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
Figure 5-35 depicts the response of stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux 
angle during residual bus voltage transfer of all service medium voltage board C motors to 
service medium voltage board D through the tie breaker.  
 
Figure 5-35: Induced draught motor stator current, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux angle response 
during residual bus voltage transfer of forced and induced draught fan motors 
Stator current drops to 0 p.u. at time t = 15 s when power supply is disconnected on service 
medium voltage board C, following the tripping of ‘A’ main breaker. This phenomenon 
causes the developed stator flux to also collapse, which result in electromagnetic torque also 
dropping to zero as depicted in Figure 5-35(a) and Figure 5-35(b) respectively [62], after 
which the stator current begins to increase and reaches a peak of 0.6045 p.u. at time t = 15.37 
s, while negative electromagnetic torque of 0.8402 p.u. develops on the motor, this 
phenomenon demonstrates the induction generating mode of the induced draught fan motor 
driven by its load inertia [32]. The motors subsequently exchange energy till time t = 15.84 s 
when the tie breaker closes as depicted in Figure 5-35(a), current increases to a peak of 7.909 
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p.u. at time t = 15.87 s as a result of motor shaft speed having been reduced to 0.8911 p.u. 
The reduced speed results in an increase in slip which causes the rotor circuit resistance to 
decrease [62].  
The increase in current then causes the motor to develop a peak torque of 4.955 p.u. at time t 
= 15.95 s and accelerate the shaft speed to reach 0.9975 p.u. speed. Figure 5-35(c) depicts 
the speed response of the induced draught fan motor shaft reaching full speed of 0.9975 p.u. 
at time t = 16.8 s as it was before the loss of power on service medium voltage board C [28]. 
The peak torque at time t = 15.84 s depicted in Figure 5-35(b) is as a result of system natural 
frequency with which the load torque oscillates upon the loss of power to the machine, 
depending on the angular position of the mechanical system when the alternate source is 
connected; higher electromagnetic torque magnitude is produced when the two torques 
initially act against each other [29]. The peak torque is also dependent on the magnitude and 
phase angle of the bus residual voltage [11].  
The residual rotor flux losses synchronism to the stator flux to which it was lagging 93.45o 
before power was lost on service medium voltage board C, and slips 2 cycles during the time 
when the machine is not connected to any power supply as depicted on Figure 5-35(c). The 
loss of synchronism is as a result of the collapsed stator flux following stator current 
dropping to zero upon the loss of power supply on the machine [62]. However when the 
machine is reconnected after the residual voltage has dropped to 25% it develops torque and 
accelerates the shaft speed following the reduced speed of 0.8911 p.u. [62].  Both stator and 
rotor fluxes synchronise with 94.48o phase difference soon after the load has been transferred 
to the alternate service medium voltage board D. 
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5.7 Discussion 
Four case studies of different load sizes and fault levels have been simulated using fast, in-
phase and residual bus voltage transfer schemes for each case study. In each case, one of 
service medium voltage board A, B, C or D with the least fault level was selected to 
represent the healthy alternative board in order to test the worst possible case scenario with 
regards to impact of motor reacceleration on the system. 
5.7.1 Transfer of left hand induced draught fan 
Figure 5-36 present the results of simulated busbar voltage magnitudes, shaft speed, stator 
current and electromagnetic torque response of induced draught fan motor being transferred 
from service medium voltage board C upon the loss of power supply; to an alternate service 
medium voltage board D. 
 
Figure 5-36: Bus transfer results of induced draught fan from service medium voltage board C to service 
medium voltage board D 
The magnitudes of minimum voltages and speeds recorded during the simulation of fast, in-
phase and residual bus voltage transfers are as expected given the characteristics of the 
respective bus transfer schemes; with fast and residual bus voltage transfers recording the 
highest and lowest minimum magnitudes for busbar voltage and shaft speed respectively. 
Fast bus transfer recorded the lowest peak accelerating current, while residual bus voltage 
transfer scheme recorded the highest peak accelerating current of 9.053 p.u. The recorded 
peak accelerating torque during the fast bus transfer at 3.449 p.u. is the lowest of the three 
transfer scheme processes, while in-phase bus transfer is the highest at 6.676 p.u. Therefore, 
fast bus transfer scheme exhibited best performance during the transfer of induced draught 
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fan motor from service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D. In all 
bus transfer cases, reacceleration of motors require incoming circuit breaker over-current 
protection settings to be adjusted appropriately to allow motor reacceleration accordingly 
[83][85], which should be a consideration for the transfer schemes. However this scenario 
does not guarantee stable furnace draught pressure during the transfer as a result of the 
forced draught fan that remains running since it is supplied from a different board, this is 
regardless of the simulation results indicating that the busbar voltage magnitude remained 
well above the under voltage recommended settings of 70% for 3 seconds [80][84].  
Therefore transfer of induced draught fan motor in this scenario is not recommended. 
5.7.2 Transfer of left hand forced draught and primary air fans  
Figure 5-37 presents the results of simulated busbar voltage, shaft speed, stator current and 
electromagnetic torque response of primary air fan motor during the transfer of forced 
draught and primary air fan motors from service medium voltage board A upon the loss of 
power supply; to an alternate service medium voltage board B. 
 
Figure 5-37: Bus transfer results of forced draught and primary air fans from service medium voltage 
board A to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitudes of minimum voltages and speeds recorded during simulation of fast, in-
phase and residual bus voltage transfers are as expected given the characteristics of the 
respective bus transfer schemes; with fast and residual bus voltage transfers recording the 
highest and lowest minimum magnitudes for busbar voltage and shaft speed respectively. 
Fast bus transfer recorded the lowest peak accelerating current, while residual bus voltage 
transfer scheme recorded the highest peak accelerating current of 6.560 p.u. The recorded 
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peak accelerating torque during the fast bus transfer at 3.965 p.u. is the lowest of the three 
transfer schemes, while in-phase bus transfer is marginally the highest at 7.257 p.u. 
Therefore, fast bus transfer scheme exhibited best performance during the transfer of forced 
draught and primary air fan motors from service medium voltage board A to service medium 
voltage board B, this scenario is supported by the busbar voltage magnitude remaining well 
above the under voltage recommended settings of 70% for 3 seconds [80][82][84]. Therefore 
this scenario supports process continuity in case of loss of power supply to service medium 
voltage boards A or B as a result of the 2 s time delay setting before the boiler begins to de-
load automatically. 
5.7.3 Transfer of left hand forced and forced draught fans  
Figure 5-38 present the results of simulated busbar voltage, shaft speed, stator current and 
electromagnetic torque response of induced draught fan motor during the transfer of forced 
and induced draught fan motors from service medium voltage board C upon the loss of 
power supply; to an alternate service medium voltage board D. 
 
Figure 5-38: Bus transfer results of forced and induced draught fans from service medium voltage board A 
to service medium voltage board B 
The magnitudes of minimum voltages and speeds recorded during fast, in-phase and residual 
bus voltage transfers are as expected given the characteristics of the respective bus transfer 
schemes; with fast and residual bus voltage transfers recording the highest and lowest 
minimum magnitudes for busbar voltage and shaft speed respectively. Busbar voltage 
magnitude remained well above the under voltage recommended settings of 70% for 3 
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seconds [80][82][84]. Fast bus transfer recorded the lowest peak accelerating current, while 
residual bus voltage transfer scheme recorded the highest peak accelerating current of 6.560 
p.u. The recorded peak accelerating torque during the fast bus transfer is the lowest at 3.289 
p.u. of the three transfer schemes, while in-phase bus transfer is marginally the highest at 
6.195 p.u. Therefore, fast bus transfer scheme exhibited best performance during the transfer 
of forced and induced draught fan motors from service medium voltage board C to service 
medium voltage board D. This scenario fully support process continuity since both draught 
motors simultaneously lose power when upstream equipment failures occur, ensuring boiler 
furnace pressure stability.  
5.7.4 Transfer of service medium voltage board C load to service medium 
voltage board D 
Figure 5-39 present the results of simulated busbar voltage, shaft speed, stator current and 
electromagnetic torque response of induced draught fan motor during the transfer of service 
medium voltage board C load upon the loss of power supply; to an alternate service medium 
voltage board D. 
 
Figure 5-39: Bus transfer results of service medium voltage board C to service medium voltage board D 
The magnitudes of minimum voltages and speeds recorded during the simulation of fast, in-
phase and residual bus voltage transfers are as expected given the characteristics of the 
respective bus transfer schemes; with fast and residual bus voltage transfers recording the 
highest and lowest minimum magnitudes for busbar voltage and shaft speed respectively. 
Fast bus transfer recorded the lowest peak accelerating current, while residual bus voltage 
transfer scheme recorded the highest peak accelerating current of 7.909 p.u. The recorded 
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peak accelerating torque during the fast bus transfer at 4.352 p.u. is the lowest of the three 
transfer schemes, while in-phase bus transfer is the highest at 6.760 p.u. Therefore, fast bus 
transfer scheme exhibited best performance during the transfer of service medium voltage 
board C load to service medium voltage board D. Similarly to case study 1, this scenario 
does not guarantee stable furnace draught pressure during the as a result of the forced 
draught fan that remains running since it is supplied from a different board, this is regardless 
of the simulation results indicating that the busbar voltage magnitude remained well above 
the under voltage recommended settings of 70% for 3 seconds as in case study 1 [80][84]. 
Therefore transfer of induced draught fan motor in this scenario is not recommended. 
However it demonstrates the ability of the reticulation system to reaccelerate the drives 
simultaneously. 
5.8 Conclusion 
The simulated unit auxiliary electrical reticulation demonstrated to have enough capability in 
so far as reaccelerating service medium voltage board motors as depicted in Figure 5-8 and 
Figure 5-9 during the respective bus transfer processes, in particular the draught system 
motors.   In all four case studies, busbar voltage magnitude remained well above the under 
voltage recommended settings of 70% for 3 seconds.  
Even though satisfactory results were obtained for in-phase and residual bus voltage transfer 
schemes, each application of the two respective schemes should be assessed to verify its 
suitability since both transfer schemes have the potential to produce high torque magnitudes 
that can be harmful for the motors and the driven loads in the long run. Furthermore, 
multiple motor reaccelerating simultaneously require incoming circuit breaker over-current 
protection settings to be adjusted appropriately to allow simultaneous group of motor 
reacceleration, which should be a consideration for the two in-phase and residual voltage bus 
transfer schemes. 
The possibility of a sudden rise or reduction of boiler furnace pressure to the respective 
block test capabilities of the fans is a critical factor which can cause the boiler protection 
system to trip a corresponding draught fan motor when one of the induced or forced draught 
fans motor momentarily losses power during the bus transfer period to an alternate healthy 
board. This phenomenon may occur as a result of motor under voltage trip delay of 3 s 
programmed on the under voltage protection element ANSI device number 27 when the 
incomer circuit breaker is tripped by an upstream protection through an inter-tripping signal 
in order to isolate a faulty section of the reticulation. Case study 3, in particular fast transfer; 
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demonstrated satisfactory results during the transfer of both the induced and forced draught 
fan motors simultaneously as depicted on the proposed reticulation layout on Figure 5-23. 
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
Fast, in-phase and residual voltage bus transfer schemes have been successfully modelled in 
Matlab Simulink. Simulated performance results of the respective transfer schemes are well 
within the recommended maximum transfer times. Bus transfer case studies have been 
performed on the existing unit auxiliary power reticulation of a power generating plant to 
assess the impact of the respective transfer methods on the electrical system, as well as the 
associated mechanical process. In particular the research work focused on boiler furnace 
draught system; comprising two sets of forced and induced draught fans. The feasibility of 
using a bus transfer system to stabilise power when the main power supply failure occurs as 
a result of upstream equipment failure has been investigated in so far as ensuring stable 
boiler furnace pressure during the transfer process. 
6.2 Case study 1: Transfer of induced draught fan motor 
Load transfer of induced fan motor has been successfully executed using the three respective 
bus transfer schemes in the event that failure of upstream equipment occurs. Fast bus transfer 
in particular, exhibited the shortest transfer dead-time and the lowest motor shaft speed 
reduction during the transfer; of which amongst other factors determines the peak 
accelerating transient current and torque. The ability of the transfer scheme to close the 
alternate supply incomer breaker when both the alternate and residual bus voltage supplies 
are close to synchronism and before the residual bus voltage can decay significantly; is a 
distinct factor that ensures that both accelerating current and torque remain low. In-phase bus 
transfer scheme however, exhibited significant motor shaft speed reduction during the 
transfer process when compared to the fast bus transfer scheme even though both transfer 
methods have synchronous transfer characteristic. The significant shaft speed reduction 
caused relatively high accelerating transient current and torque as a result of the much 
reduced motor slip, which reduces the effective rotor resistance. Residual voltage transfer 
scheme exhibited the highest motor shaft speed reduction and the highest accelerating 
transient current and torque. The dependence of residual voltage bus transfer scheme on 
voltage magnitude as the only input parameter often result in > 1 p.u. voltage applied on the 
motor terminals during the bus transfer execution process, which worsen the current drawn 
by the motor at the time of reacceleration.   
However, momentary disconnection of power supply on the induced draught fan motor 
creates a possibility of high furnace pressure limit being exceeded during the transfer to an 
alternate supply as a result of the corresponding forced draught fan that remains running; 
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since it is supplied from a different board. Therefore the transfer of induced draught motor 
only is not recommended even though the transfer can be successfully executed on the 
electrical system, since the boiler may still trip on high furnace pressure to prevent furnace 
explosion; especially when the transfer scheme fails to execute as a result of circuit breaker 
failure.  
6.3 Case study 2: Transfer of forced draught and primary air fan motors 
Load transfer of both forced draught and primary air fan motors has been successfully 
executed using the three respective bus transfer schemes in the event that failure of upstream 
equipment occurs as in the case of induced draught fan motor. Amongst the three schemes, 
fast bus transfer exhibited best performance with regards to minimum shaft speed reduction 
during the transfer, lowest peak accelerating transient current and torque as in case study 1 
for the respective fan motors. The transfer speed of the fast bus transfer scheme makes it 
possible to synchronise the alternate supply to the residual bus voltage with minimum impact 
on the electrical system, even though the primary air fan motor is supplying the forced 
draught fan motor as an induction generator during the transfer, which causes the residual 
bus voltage magnitude to decay at a higher rate while the associated phase shift also moves 
much faster from synchronism compared to single motor transfer. In-phase bus transfer 
scheme however, exhibited significant motor shaft speed reduction during the transfer 
process when compared to the fast bus transfer scheme even though both transfer methods 
have synchronous transfer characteristic. The significant shaft speed reduction result in 
relatively high accelerating transient current and torque because of the much reduced motor 
slip as in case study 1, and therefore its impact on the effective rotor resistance. Once more, 
residual voltage transfer scheme exhibited the highest motor shaft speed reduction and the 
highest accelerating transient current and torque. Similarly to case study 1, the dependence 
of residual voltage bus transfer scheme on voltage magnitude as the only input  parameter  
often result in > 1 p.u. voltage applied on the motor terminals during the bus transfer 
execution process, which worsen the current drawn by the two motors when they 
reaccelerate simultaneously.   
The transfer of forced draught and primary air fan motors is achievable because loss of 
forced draught motor fan does not result in immediate tripping of the corresponding induced 
draught fan motor, but would cause automatic de-loading of the generating unit after 2 s; of 
which the time is sufficient for the transfer to be executed in order to support process 
continuity. 
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6.4 Case study 3: Transfer of forced and induced draught fan motors 
The case study investigated the feasibility of eliminating the possibility of furnace explosion 
during the transfer of induced draught fan motor when upstream equipment failures occur, 
which is achieved by disconnecting power to the forced draught fan motor to ensure that 
furnace pressure remains stable. The unit auxiliary power reticulation was reconfigured such 
that both corresponding forced and induced draught fan motors are supplied from a common 
power supply to ensure that loss of power as a result of upstream equipment failures would 
result in both the fan motors losing power, thereby ensuring that the boiler furnace pressure 
remains stable.  
In this case study, load transfer of both forced and induced draught fan motors was 
successfully executed using the three respective bus transfer schemes when failure of 
upstream equipment occurs as in case studies 1 and 2. Again, fast bus transfer exhibited best 
performance with regards to minimum shaft speed reduction during the transfer, lowest peak 
accelerating transient current and torque as in case studies 1 and 2 for the respective fan 
motors. The transfer speed of the fast bus transfer scheme makes it possible to synchronise 
the alternate supply to the residual bus voltage with minimum impact on the electrical 
system, even though the induced fan motor is supplying the forced draught fan motor as an 
induction generator during the transfer, which causes the residual bus voltage magnitude to 
decay at a higher rate while the associated phase shift also moves much faster away from 
synchronism compared to single motor transfer. In-phase bus transfer scheme however, 
exhibited significant motor shaft speed reduction during the transfer process when compared 
to the fast bus transfer scheme even though both transfer methods have synchronous transfer 
characteristic, while residual voltage transfer scheme exhibited the highest motor shaft speed 
reduction and the highest accelerating transient current and torque.  
Therefore, the transfer of forced and induced draught fan motors is achievable to support 
process continuity because failure of power supply affects both the fan motors 
simultaneously ensuring stable boiler furnace pressure as a result of the fail-safe 
characteristic design of the electrical reticulation; after which both forced and induced 
draught fans motors reaccelerates simultaneously to maintain process continuity upon 
transfer of power supply. The new reticulation configuration allows the bus transfer to be 
executed within 3 s before the under voltage protection times-out, however only 2 s transfer 
window is allowable before the unit begins to de-load; of which the transfer schemes are 
capable to execute within the 2 s time frame. 
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6.5 Case study 4: Transfer of service medium voltage board C load to board D 
Load transfer of service medium voltage board C to board D was performed to assess the 
capability of the electrical system in so far as simultaneous reacceleration of multiple motors 
is concerned. The results demonstrated that the system has sufficient capacity to reaccelerate 
multiple motors simultaneously. As in the previous case studies, the residual voltage bus 
transfer process exhibited the highest accelerating transient current during the transfer 
process. The main disadvantage relating to high transient current is the associated voltage 
drop on the board, and the possible tripping of incomer circuit breaker on the board as a 
result of high current drawn by the respective motors during the reacceleration process. 
Therefore residual voltage bus transfer scheme should be implemented with a load shedding 
scheme of non-priority drives during the transfer process.  
6.6 Recommendations  
6.6.1 Application of bus transfer system 
 
 Closed transition bus transfer is recommended for use to maintain stable power supply 
whenever the reticulation is being restored to normal configuration after open transition 
transfer had executed. This approach prevents motor reacceleration that could result when 
open transition bus transfer is used, however higher fault levels momentarily exist at the 
busbar during the time when the two supplies are paralleled. It is therefore of paramount 
importance that the reticulation protection and control system is designed to detect circuit 
breaker failure and trip incoming alternate supply breaker to prevent prolonged 
paralleling of supplies.  
 
 Open transition bus transfer system is recommended for stabilising power supply when 
the main supply has failed as a result of upstream equipment failure. The open transfer 
characteristic of the scheme ensures that the healthy alternative supply is not paralleled to 
the main supply, which could otherwise result in alternate supply feeding onto the fault 
when the main supply circuit breaker has failed to open. Furthermore, the application of 
sequential transfer mode on main-tie-main reticulation as in the case of furnace boiler 
draught system presented in case studies 1 through 4, ensures that the healthy boards is 
not at risk of feeding onto a fault, which could compromise the remaining draught 
subsystem. The use ‘open’ contact ‘52a’ or ‘not closed’ contact ‘52b’ can be employed to 
block the tie circuit breaker to close if the main supply circuit breaker remains closed. 
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 Simultaneous bus transfer mode is recommended for low inertia loads, main-tie 
reticulation configuration supplying to one mechanical system with no process 
redundancy, and where the reticulation can tolerate abnormal and fault conditions 
momentarily. Therefore this method of transfer is not recommended in power plants 
where the design configuration of the mechanical process comprise left and right draught 
subsystems supplied from two different boards because failure of main supply circuit 
breaker during the transfer process places a risk on subsystems which were originally not 
affected by the loss of power, which could result in complete loss of both the subsystems; 
and thereby losing the complete draught system causing the unit to trip. 
 
 Fast bus transfer is recommended over in-phase and residual voltage bus transfer 
processes for its shorter dead-time, which result in low shaft speed reduction during the 
transfer process. The advantage of low motor shaft speed reduction during the transfer 
process is the associated low accelerating transient current and torque, which minimises 
the impact on the electrical system; as well as prevents damage to the motor and the 
driven load, and therefore prevent process disruption. Furthermore, it is recommended for 
the in-phase bus transfer scheme to be configured as a back-up transfer scheme to the fast 
bus transfer scheme because of its ability to transfer load at the first point of synchronism 
even if the initial phase angle was outside the limit for fast bus transfer execution.  
6.6.2 Future research work 
The following future research work is proposed: 
a) Real time modelling and simulation of the respective bus transfer schemes using RTDS 
system or similar in order to gain practical insight on the functionality of the schemes 
and the impact the respective transfer schemes have on the electrical system; 
consideration of using IEC 61850 substation communication language as a means of 
signal exchange between the bus transfer devices is recommended in order to derive its 
benefits. 
b) Development of a dynamic load shedding scheme that is dependent on the instantaneous 
state of the system at the time of transfer execution. The load shedding scheme should 
integrate optimised protection settings and associated interlocking systems to cater for 
the respective bus transfer processes.  
c) Investigate methods of improving the busbar residual voltage profile with reference to 
reducing the rate of both magnitude and frequency decay on low inertia loads to enable 
load transfers with minimum impact on motors, process and electrical reticulation. 
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d) Investigate the impact of abnormal and fault conditions on the electrical system as a 
result of main circuit breaker failure to open during a simultaneous bus transfer process, 
and the impact it has on mechanical process. 
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